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ABSTRACT

The objective o f this thesis was to investigate the dynamics o f a novel type o f robot
manipulator, known here as an array manipulator. These manipulators consist o f a
planar matrix o f simple elements which work in concert to drive a workpiece to
target positions on its surface. The outstanding feature o f these manipulators is
that they can move many objects to individual targets simultaneously and hence
gain productivity enhancements through parallel processing.
The dynamics of these manipulators have been investigated through the
development o f two computer models. The first model is generic; it predicts object
motion due to the resultant acceleration generated on an object by an array o f small
force producing elements. The second model considers an object's resultant
acceleration when placed on a manipulator that uses a unique drive method that
consists of orbiting motion in phase with vertical vibration. The results from the
second model were compared to experimental results produced on a 36 (6 by 6)
element array.
The conclusions developed from the generic model were that resultant
accelerations could be produced that would effectively translate and reorient
objects placed on such an array. However, for reasonable accuracy the area ratio
between object and element needed to be in excess o f 9:1. The second model
showed that the vibrational technique was capable o f both translating and
reorienting acceleration vectors; however the latter case is complex. Further, the
second model showed that the vibration parameters greatly influenced both the
resulting acceleration's magnitude and direction.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

This thesis reports on an investigation into the dynamics o f a novel group of
robotic manipulators which, in this volume, are described collectively as "array
based" manipulators. The focus o f the work presented here is the development o f a
dynamic model for a specific manipulator belonging to this group.
The manipulator on which the dynamic model is based was one o f a series
developed by a research group working under the name; "Programmable Array
Manipulator" (PAM). During the early 1990s, the PAM group received
Commonwealth Government funding to evaluate the commercial potential o f the
array manipulator concept. For this purpose the group developed five manipulators
over a two year period.
To assist with the introduction o f this material the remainder o f this chapter is
divided into three sections as follows:
i.

To introduce the array manipulator concept and describe the rationale
behind the PAM research project.

ii.

To introduce the material presented in this thesis and relate this to the PAM
project.

iii.

To discuss the remaining chapters in this thesis.
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1.1

Why Develop An Array Manipulator ?
Today's multi-axis industrial robots are a tribute to the engineering skills o f their
designers. Typically, commercially available multi-purpose robot arms can move
payloads o f the order o f 10 Kg at velocities in excess o f 1 m/s and position them to
within 0.1 mm. The arm's trajectory can be quickly and easily reprogrammed to
meet future requirements. Yet history has shown that industry has largely ignored
robots and the much vaunted robot revolution is yet to occur.[5] This situation
has prompted the following question.
Why has a machine, with such potential, suffered from such limited market
acceptance ?
In order to provide a comprehensive answer to this question an investigation into
many aspects o f manufacturing practice and culture would be needed. However,
from the perspective o f a developer o f automation systems, a common reason for
rejecting "off the shelf' robots in favor for custom built plant is their relatively low
productivity and high cost. Further, it can be argued that these two negative
factors are to a large degree an inherent function of conventional robot arm design.
The statement that conventional robot arms exhibit low productivity is by no
means new. Both robot manufacturers and interested researchers have for some
time been active in improving the dynamic performance of robot arms, with some
impressive results. Unfortunately, no matter how fast or accurate their dynamic
performance becomes, their productivity is ultimately constrained by the limited
number o f items they can process at any one time. Specialised machinery is often
developed to process groups of objects in order to meet the specified product
throughput rates.
The high cost is a function of the conventional robot arm's complexity. The
purchaser must weigh up the merits of installing generic plant which can be
relatively easily reconfigured to meet future requirements, against the need to
maximise today's productivity and profits. In many cases this comes down to
taking a long or short term view of the enterprise. In today's economic climate,
many purchasers are finding today's pressures too great to ignore.
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The array based manipulator concept attempts to address the first of these two
issues by rethinking the basic mechanical configuration of today's industrial robot
arms. To satisfy this aim the new configuration must retain the generic
functionality while offering a significant increase in productivity. The basic premise
behind the proposed increase in productivity of the array based concept is to
process work in parallel rather than processing the work faster. Consider figure
11
.

.

Figure 1.1:

Produce Being Packed To A Non-Specific Pattern By An Array
Type Manipulator.
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This figure illustrates the array manipulator concept using the packing o f produce
as an example. The produce are placed on the array by a conventional infeed
conveyor. They are then arranged into a packing pattern while being manipulated
towards the removal area. The array operates on many fish simultaneously. Also
shown in figure 1.1 is a reject chute. In this example the items are guided with the
aid o f a machine vision system. If the vision system identifies a reject, it can deposit
it in a separate output area while the packing o f acceptable product continues.
When a group has been assembled it is removed by conventional means.
To perform these simultaneous manipulations the array comprises o f a large
number o f individually controllable actuators or "elements”. As each element is
individually controllable, the array can be divided into zones, with each item resting
on its own zone, propelling it with an individual trajectory. As the item moves
across the array surface, new elements are brought into its zone and other elements
leave the zone.
In order to test the validity o f this concept the PAM project was established in
September 1990. The project was administered by the University o f Wollongong
within the Department o f Electrical and Computer Engineering. Funding for the
project was allocated by the Australian Commonwealth Government's Department
o f Industry, Technology and Commerce through the Generic Technology
component o f the Industrial Research & Development Act 1986. Commercial
support for the project was provided by Apparel Robotics Pty Ltd o f Sydney. [8]
As was previously mentioned, the primary objective of the PAM project was the
development and evaluation of a number of manipulators. In total five
manipulators were constructed, with the final manipulator consisting of 512
actuating elements in an array that covered 0.125 square meters. This array
manipulated objects by using a technique developed by the PAM group and known
as the "vibrational orbitor" method. The predecessor to this array also used the
vibrational orbitor technique but consisted o f just 36 elements. This smaller array
was the subject of the dynamic modeling that will be described in chapter 4 and is
central to the work presented here. This array can be seen in the figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2:

One O f The 36 Element Array Manipulators Developed By The
PAM Project, (shown with LVDT attached)

In addition, the PAM project had two secondary objectives. These have been listed
below.
i)

To investigate emerging actuation technologies for their commercial
potential. Further, special emphasis has been placed on finding a
commercially viable solid state actuator technology.

ii)

To investigate, and gain experience with, issues related to a real-time
parallel processing system which models closely the parallel structure of the
physical system under control. This has been implemented using a
transputer based control system, and has provisions for machine vision
feedback.
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The search for suitable actuators for PAM covered a wide variety of existing and
emerging

actuator

technologies.

Additionally,

some

novel

mechanical

arrangements o f these technologies have been evaluated. The results o f this
research have been documented and published in [9] and [10]. Surprisingly this
work identified only two actuator candidates which were considered commercially
viable for PAM. Both used conventional electro-magnetic solenoids as the active
component. One o f the candidates, the vibrational orbitor, has already been
mentioned. The other candidate, the "steerable sphere", will be described in the
following chapter.
A transputer based control system, with its inbuilt modularity, was considered to
be important to enable any commercial realisation o f PAM. Aside from the relative
elegance o f the transputer based architecture, a modular processing system was
considered necessary if a relatively constant array element switching rate was to be
maintained over large variations in array element populations.
The project was also interested in identifying application areas suitable for this type
o f manipulation. O f those evaluated the following appeared to hold the most
promise.
i)

The intelligent decomposition o f piles for singulation under vision control,
eg: parcel and letter sorting; the sorting specified waste products.

ii)

Programmable arraying and packaging o f produce or other inconsistent
articles, eg: packing produce to a fixed net weight, arraying meat for retail
presentation.

iii)

Intelligent inspection o f produce and manufactured goods, eg: inspection
and grading of fruit.

Clearly, the array manipulator concept is only applicable to a subset o f industrial
automation tasks. However, it is interesting to note that array based manipulators
are receiving attention from several quarters, and can be seen as part o f a more
general trend towards modular or re-configurable robotic systems. One such
device, the "Mega 1", is already being marketed by a US based corporation. This
will be discussed along with some examples in the next chapter.
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1.2

The Scope of This Work
The emphasis o f this work is on the dynamics of array based manipulators. The
work has been conducted through the development of two computer models.
The first model is generic, its objective is to determine the motion o f an object
placed on an array without considering how the forces which create object motion
are generated. By developing a model which can predict object motion in this way,
the motion o f objects when subject to various manipulation scenarios can be
simulated independently o f the array's drive dynamics. Such a model will assist the
development o f optimal operational parameters for a given set of objects and will
be useful in developing control strategies to generate complex or multiple object
transport trajectories. One such operational parameter for which this model was
used to investigate was the relationship between an object and element area ratio.
The second model considered was the drive dynamics of the 36 element vibrational
orbitor manipulator as shown in figure 1.2. The objective o f this model was to
estimate the object acceleration force generated by a single element when the
element's excitation signal is known. This estimate can be used in the previous
model to predict object motions for the 36 element vibrational orbitor manipulator.
The major aspects considered by the second model were the relationship between
the element's (electro-mechanical solenoid) electrical input signal and its physical
displacement, and how this displacement developed forces which could accelerate
an object. After validation, this model was used to examine the relationship
between a number of operating parameters which specifically relate to the 36
element array. Further, the object acceleration force developed using a selected set
o f operating parameters was calculated from model results.
The work presented in this thesis was undertaken separately, but concurrently,
with the PAM project and the models and conclusions developed here could be
considered as an annex to the project. This work was intended to assist in the
development and optimisation o f the vibrational orbitor class of manipulators by
providing a sound theoretical base, and to enhance the operation of the 512
element array.
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1.3

The Structure Of This Volume
The work presented in this volume has been structured in the following way.
The aim o f chapter 2 is to provide the reader with some background information
on the current trends in the area o f modular or re-configurable robotics and
programmable parts feeders. In particular, two examples o f array based
manipulators are presented. Additionally, the steerable sphere concept, which was
an alternative to the vibrational orbitor concept is discussed.
Chapter 3 describes the modeling o f a generic array manipulator. In this model, the
motion o f an object across the planar array surface is predicted when it is subjected
to a set o f known force vectors. This model does not consider how the forces are
generated or transferred to the object. The model was implemented in the "C"
computer language.
In chapter 4 the vibrational orbitor class o f array manipulators is discussed in detail
and a theoretical model developed. From this base, the model is extended to a
specific array manipulator, the 36 element PAM array. This model was
implemented with the aid o f the commercial simulation package "Simnon".
Chapter 5 describes the experimental validation process used to verify the
computer model developed in chapter 4. This is then followed by a discussion of
the results from simulation trials which considered the effects of altering several
object transport parameters.
The thesis concludes with chapter 6 which summarises the conclusions drawn from
the work reported and suggest some areas for further investigation.
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2.

MODULAR & RECONFIGURABLE ROBOTICS

In chapter 1 the question o f relatively low levels o f application for robotic systems
in industry was raised. Further it was suggested that conventional robot arms may
not be well placed to meet some industry requirements. In addressing this, some
researchers have turned their attention to modular or reconfigurable robotic
systems. As the name suggests, robotic systems belonging to this category typically
consist o f a number o f relatively simple elements that can be configured through a
highly distributed control system to meet differing tasks. Array based manipulators
embody this fundamental concept and hence can be considered a subset o f this
group. The following sections will review some recent work in both this general
area and other examples of array manipulators.

2.1

M odular & Reconfigurable Robotic Systems

The basic thrust behind modular robotics is to move away from the highly flexible
"jack o f all trades" approach. Instead, robotic manipulators would be constructed
from a group o f interchangeable components in order to meet the requirements of
a specific task. With a collection o f "click & fit" general purpose components, plus
specific purpose modules, a manufacturer would be able put together the machine
needed today and later reconfigure it for tomorrow’s needs.
Work in the area o f modular or reconfigurable robotics has been formalised and
extended by work reported by Naghdy et al. [5] This work describes a concept
titled "Distributed Manipulation Environment (DME)" which is concerned with
extending this modular concept over complete industrial production systems.
The basic physical building block in the DME concept is known as a manipulation
module (MM). A manipulation module features links for connection with other
modules and a functional attribute. The links have been divided into three
categories: mechanical, sensory and communication. The functional attribute o f a
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MM describes the manipulation function the MM can perform. For example, a MM
may have a rotational, bending or sliding joint. Further, a MM with no
manipulation function has been defined, and is known as a null joint. Null joints can
be used to collect or transfer information via sensory or communication links. A
schematic representation of a MM can be seen in figure 2.1.

communication links

links

Figure 2.1 :

Schematic Representation Of A Manipulation Module Featuring
A Sliding Joint. [5]

In the DME concept each MM incorporates a processor. However, these
processors are not limited to, or used exclusively by, the MM they happen to be
mounted on. In DME the total processing power of all MMs available in a system
can be utilised by any MM in the system. In other words, this is a truly distributed
control system with all the processing power available shared between all the users.
Hence, the communication links between modules and the processors themselves
can be considered as part of an independent network which at any given time may
be processing data which is of no direct consequence to the hosting modules.
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Production machines are formed by combining various MMs with the required
functional attributes. For example, consider the pick & place machine shown
schematically in figure 2.2. The figure shows two MMs connected in series, with
the left module anchored to a fixed structure and the right module with a gripper
attached. The left module features a sliding joint and the right module has a
rotational joint. Provided the appropriate interfaces are incorporated into the MM
design, the mechanics of structures like that shown in figure 2.2 are relatively
easily realised.

Figure 2.2 :

Schematic Representation Of A Two Degree Of Freedom Robot
Featuring A Sliding & A Rotational Joint.

However, mapping a distributed control system like that described above onto a
system, even one as simple as that in figure 2.2, is not a trivial task. To overcome
this situation an inherently parallel control system based on the transputer/Occam
combination has been proposed in [5], Such a system would address issues of task
sharing, communication bandwidth and configuration dependency which all work
against the fundamental modularity desired by the DME approach.
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The DME concept offers an attractive framework for modular robotic
development. If the issues surrounding the distributed control system can be
overcome, then the obvious attractions of easily reconfigurable MMs should
ensure continued development.
One novel example o f work in the area of modular robotics has been reported by
Fukuda et al on a concept known as the "Dynamically Re configurable Robotic
System (DRRS)".[4]
Fukuda and his colleagues have developed what could be termed a self configuring
cell structured robotic system known as "CEBOT". The CEBOT system consists
o f a range of differing functional cells which feature a self docking ability to enable
the cells to form a macro structure. In [4] three types of functional cells are
described: a moving cell, a bending cell and a target cell. Refer to figure 2.3.
However, a greatly expanded range, featuring several different bending cells,
rotating and sliding cells, has also been proposed.

Figure 2.3 :

Schematic Representation Of A CEBOT Structure.
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Before the CEBOT system forms a macro structure, its control system must
develop a mechanical configuration for the required task. This configuration is
found by dividing the trajectory o f the end effector into N points. The following
properties for each point are determined.
•

Required end effector position and orientation.

•

Required force and torque at the end effector.

•

Required positioning accuracy.

•

Possible manipulator base position and orientation.

•

Required end effector type.

•

Physical constraints o f work space.

For each point a coordinate system was attached to both the base and the end
effector. As the kinematic attributes for each module are known, the range of
available module combinations are examined to determine if the kinematic
conditions required at each point can be met. After a viable configuration for the
given task is found the macro structure can be constructed.
To enable CEBOT to construct this macro structure an effective communication
system for the decoupled modules is required. For this an infrared transmitter and
receiver system contained in a steerable sensor head is used. This allows the base
module to interrogate other modules in relation to their function, position and
orientation. After the cells are docked together communication is performed
through conventional conductors and an eight bit bus.

2.2

The Emergence Of Array Based Manipulators
Other recent developments have seen the emergence o f what have been described
here as array based manipulators.

The definitive feature o f an array based

manipulator is that it does not feature a multiple link or chain configuration like
that commonly associated with robot arms. Object manipulation occurs over the
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planar operating surface o f the array by a group of actuators working in concert.
The actuators are relatively simple elements and are typically single axis devices
such as electro-magnetic solenoids, with two operation positions (active &
inactive) . This allows relatively simple digital control which can be more readily
employed on a distributed and modular control system.
Array based manipulators readily fit into the concept o f DME and offer another
type o f manipulation module. An operational array manipulator could be
constructed from modular sections, with each section featuring a fixed number of
manipulation elements and a micro-processor. By way of example, the 512 array
constructed by the PAM group was considered the most basic operational building
block. A larger array would be constructed to meet specific requirements from 512
element units. Each 512 element array featured transputer processors (IMOS
T800) and its own prime mover.
Work has been recently reported by Dr Fujita [6] on an array based micro
machine. This array is etched from silicon using chip manufacturing technology and
is covered by tiny hairs about half o f a millimeter long. Each hair is made from
two layers o f different polyamides with a conductor sandwiched between them.
During the manufacture o f the hairs, the high temperature curing o f polyamide
leaves them with a permanent curl. When electrical current is passed through the
conductor, the differing rates o f expansion work to flatten out the hair. By
orienting the hairs as shown in figure 2.5, and with correct switching o f the
current, an object placed on top can be swept along by what is described as ciliary
motion.
In the micro-machine domain the thermal inertia of the hairs is sufficiently low to
allow them to operate with a frequency up to 10 Hz. Hence, objects can be
manipulated at reasonable rates. [6] However, as the physical scale is increased,
problems arise with cooling the hairs sufficiently quickly to maintain reasonable
conveying speeds.
Another example o f an array based manipulator is an innovative light assembly
system produced by Megamation Incorporated. [7] The system is known as
"MEGA 1" and consists o f a horizontal platen from which up to four workheads
project downwards; as shown in figure 2.6.
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The Stages Of Ciliary Motion Being Used To Manipulate An
Object Across The Array Surface.
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Figure 2.6 :

The MEGA 1 Assembly System In Action.
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This system uses up to four workheads to perform coordinated assembly
operations on workpieces which flow through the workcell. Each workhead is
powered by a linear stepping motor which moves across a specially designed
platen. The claimed positioning accuracy is 0.064 mm with a repeatability o f 0.01
mm. Further, speeds o f up to 2.34 m/s are claimed with 2.2 kg payloads. The
system's additional features include vision guided assembly and anti-collision
software.
O f these two array based manipulators, the relatively simple actuators and the
distributed processing o f the ciliary motion device suggest it has the most in
common with the manipulators developed by the PAM project. Apart from
actuation technologies, the major difference between the two is one o f physical
size. In fact, actuation systems like that employed by the ciliary motion device
were evaluated by the PAM group. However, unlike the ciliary motion work, the
PAM project is concerned with workpieces in the tens o f millimeter range rather
than the sub-millimeter range.

2.3

Intelligent Parts Feeders
The array manipulator concept is capable o f adding value to product, eg: packing
to a specified pattern; product substitution to meet a specified weight; two
dimensional product assembly and so on. Hence to categorise it as a parts feeder
would be to understate its full potential. However, as the application examples
mentioned in chapter 1 all featured a feeding component, a review of current
research activity in this area was considered important.
One area o f part feeding research considered relevant to array manipulators was
programmable part reorientation, with several groups publishing work on a variety
o f novel techniques. All suggest the major limitation with conventional feeders is
their use o f customised tooling to filter out parts with incorrect orientations. Two
major problems associated with this type of filtering are:
•

The passive nature of conventional filters means that they rely heavily on
part geometry, hence even minor changes in product geometry requires the
retooling o f the feeder.
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•

Conventional filters perform little or no orientation correction, in most
cases they reject product with incorrect orientations, hence the feeder must
be capable o f much greater throughput than that actually required to meet
demand.

One concept for a reprogrammable feeder, as reported by Singer and Seering [11],
uses a technique of reorientaton by exploiting a parts inherent dynamic stability.
This technique use either impact or vibration energy to rotate a part about its
centre from one stable orientation to another, refer to figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7 :

Impact (left) & Vibration (right) Reorientation Techniques Utilising
Inherent Dynamic Stability.

The impact technique is based on a part, resting in a stable orientation, with a
initial horizontal velocity coming into contact with a fixed obstruction (physical
stop). For a given geometric relationship between the part’s COG, the stop and the
resting orientation, there is a critical velocity above which the part will reorient. In
[11] it was found that for the tested parts the critical velocity fell within a narrow
band and that this band was sensitive enough to the above geometry to be used to
discriminate between different orientations of cylindrical and rectangular parts.
The vibration technique uses a surface which is oscillating vertically to maintain a
rocking motion of a part which had an initial tilt 0. Reorientation can be achieved
by ’’tuning” the vibrating surfaces excitation signal until the rocking motion of the
part reaches a critical value. This critical value would be selected so that only those
parts with incorrect orientations (less stable) are reoriented.
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Feeders using these orientation techniques could be reprogrammed by adjusting
velocity in the impact case and excitation signal in the vibration case. The impact
method could be readily implemented using a conveyor with velocity control and
with adjustable stops in its path.
Another concept for a programmable parts feeder has been proposed by Goldberg
and Mason [12]. This technique adopts a stochastic approach based on a series of
squeezing actions to align a part's major axis with a parallel jaw gripper. Figure 2.8
shows a sequence of 4 steps to reorient a four sided part with any initial
orientation.

"0

w

w

w

Figure 2.8 : Reorienting A Four Sided Part By A Sequence Of 4 Steps [12].
A process like that shown in figure 2.8 was developed and implemented by
Goldberg et al, using a Unimation PUMA manipulator and a modified Lord
Corporation end effector. The results of the experimental trials showed that the
technique was effective provided that the end effector's jaws contacted the part
simultaneously.
The above technique is similar to a technique described by Peshkin and Sanderson
[13]. However the latter uses a series of gates or fences to reorient parts travelling
on a conveyor belt.
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2.4

Principles O f The Steerable Sphere M anipulator
As discussed in chapter 1, the PAM group reviewed a variety of emerging actuator
technologies and mechanical arrangements for their suitability as array elements.
The steerable sphere manipulator element is a novel mechanical arrangement
utilising an electro-magnetic solenoid and like the vibrational orbitor manipulator
was implemented on a 36 element array.
One o f the earliest concepts for an array actuation element was a so called "mono
directional surface effect device" an example of which was a powered roller with a
fixed orientation. When an object came in contact with a bed of such rollers, it
would be driven in a direction tangent to the rotation at the point of contact, (refer
to figure 2.9.) It was envisaged that clusters of mono directional elements with
differing orientations (north, south east, & west for example) could be used to
move an object to any position on the array. However, relatively early in the PAM
project it was realised that an actuator whose orientation could be steered would
have the advantages of higher packing densities, reduced cost and complexity. [9]
This eventually lead to the final design iteration of the powered roller type element,
the steerable sphere.

◄-

Figure 2.9 :

An Object In Contact With A Bed Of Rollers.
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The steerable sphere consists of a sphere which is held captive, but is free to rotate
in the top surface of the array. Refer to figure 2.10. The sphere can be driven in
any direction, as determined by the position of the friction plate, when the center
shaft is held upward by the element's solenoid. When the solenoid is deactivated it
lowers the center shaft which engages a dog clutch in the element's bushing. This
engagement stops the sphere from rotating and forces the friction plate to rotate
about the sphere's center. When the friction plate has rotated to the orientation
which provides the sphere with the desired driving direction, the solenoid is again
activated and raises the central shaft which disengages the dog clutch..
The vibrational orbitor concept, which will be described in detail in chapter 4, was
eventually selected ahead of the steerable sphere for implementation in the 512
element array. Its major advantages were its reduced mechanical complexity and
its ability to function while covered by a sealed membrane. This second feature was
considered very important as the food industry was a prime target for PAM
applications.

Figure 2.10:

Schematic Representation Of The Steerable Sphere Type Element.
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2.5

Conclusions Drawn From Background Material
This chapter has discussed some developments in the field of automation to satisfy
industrial needs not met by conventional multi-link manipulator arms or part
feeders. Modular and reconfigurable systems, able to handle several objects at a
time, are o f interest as they offer the promise o f higher productivity plus the
advantages o f reconfigurability. This potential has been recognised by a number of
industry and research groups and a number o f examples of this work have been
mentioned.
One approach for realising such modular systems are array based manipulators. A
number o f examples o f these manipulators have been discussed. However, it
appears that each example is targeting a specific area of industry. The PAM project
is seeking a generic solution which would be scaleable to suit many areas of
industry. Hence, the PAM project is filling a niche that would otherwise not be
receiving attention. Further, the array manipulator concept could serve as an
intelligent programmable parts feeder that would have the advantage o f not
requiring part separation prior to performing reorientation.
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3.

A GENERIC MODEL OF AN ARRAY MANIPULATOR
This chapter describes the development of a generic computer model to simulate
the motion o f an object placed on an idealised array manipulator. This model was
developed to investigate and establish the basic operating parameters for motion of
planar objects when subject to a set of planar force vectors. The model was also
used in developing trajectories for complex multiple object manipulations.

3.1

Introduction To A rray Model
The idealised model consisted of a 20 by 20 element array over which flat
bottomed prisms or circles can be transported. Each array element can be
individually activated or deactivated. When activated an element delivers a
specified amount force or "force packet" in a set direction per simulation clock
cycle. The elements are mono-directional and the direction of the force delivered is
predetermined by the element's orientation. The elements are laid out in a regular
pattern as shown in figure 3.1. Object motion is created by activating a set of
elements whose combined effect will result in the desired object displacement.

Figure 3.1:

Model Of The 20 By 20 Array Showing The Layout Of The Mono
Directional Elements.
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The different element colours in figure 3.1 represent the direction in which that
particular element can drive the object, either north, south, east or west. This
model was implemented in the C computer language and features a graphical
animated display. Figure 3.2 shows a typical trial run with a prismatic object,
whose outline is shown in yellow.

Figure 3.2 :

Typical Results From The Generic Computer Model Using A
Prismatic Object.

This chapter has been arranged into four sections. First the motion of an object
under the influence of a set of planar force vectors is reviewed. This is followed by
a description of the model dynamics. Finally, some simulation results are discussed
and conclusions drawn.
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Dynamics Of An Object Influenced By A Set Of Planar Force Vectors
In the simulation model described in this chapter the following simplifying
conditions have been applied.
i)

The object is considered to be a flat bottomed, rigid and homogenous body
with constant cross section in the vertical (x-z & y-z) plane. Hence, the
effect that an element's force will have on the object will be exclusively
determined by object/element plan view geometry.

ii)

All motion occurs in the horizontal (x-y) plane.

These simplifying conditions allow the set of forces acting on a object to be
summed using the following equations. [3]

Z

Fx = max .............................................................................. (3.1)

Z

Fy = may .............................................................................. (3.2)

Z

= I a z .............................................................................. (3.3)

Where : Fx

x components o f forces acting on the object;
y components o f forces acting on the object;
torques resulting from the forces acting on
the object about its centroid;
mass of object;
inertia of object rotating in the x-y plane about its
centroid;
acceleration of the object in the x direction;
acceleration of the object in the y direction;
angular acceleration of the object in the x-y plane
when rotating about its centroid.
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Equations 3.1 to 3.3 show that the accelerations on the objects centroid may be
obtained from the summation of the forces acting on the object. Further, since the
motion of the object depends entirely upon the resultant acceleration, it follows
that a set of forces could be replaced by another set of forces which would
produce the same resultant acceleration as depicted in figure 3.1. This observation
is embodied in D'Alembert's principal after the French mathematician Jean le Rond
d'Alembert in the eighteenth century. [3]

From the resultant accelerations placed on the object, the motion o f the object
across the surface can be predicted using conventional Newtonian equations of
motion.

R

Figure 3.3 :

Two Sets O f Forces Which Produce The Equivalent Accelerations
On An Object's Centroid.
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3.3

Dynamics Of The Generic Array Model
In developing the generic model several additional conditions were imposed as
detailed below.
iii)

The accelerations acting on the object will be o f a known magnitude and
constant for a given model clock cycle, At. This allowed the following
relationships for predicting the object's displacement and velocity to be
employed.

As = vAt +

aAt 2
~2~

A 0 = coAt +

iv)

a A t2

2

(3.4)

(3.5)

Av = aAt

..................................................... .............................(3.6)

Aco = a A t

.................................................................................. (3.7)

Where: As =

change in position per clock cycle;

v =

object velocity;

At =

change in time per clock cycle;

a =

object acceleration;

A0 =

change in angular position per clock cycle;

G) =

object angular velocity;

a=

object angular acceleration;

Av =

change in velocity per clock cycle;

Aco =

change in angular velocity per clock cycle;

The total friction between an object and the array surface can be divided
into translational and rotational components. The sum o f these two friction
components equals the total friction present. Further, friction will always
act in the opposite direction to object motion. Hence, translational friction
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component will oppose object velocity and the rotational friction
component will oppose the object's angular velocity.
v)

The active elements o f the array are those which are contributing a force
packet to the object during that particular clock cycle. The elements in
contact with the object that are not contributing a force packet are labeled
inactive. These inactive elements are contributing to frictional drag
between the object and the elements. This can be written mathematically as
follows.1

Ni
ftrans —
/jgm
Ni+Ni

(3.8)

frot = 0.667 u

(3.9)

Ni + N,

vi)

ftrans —

translational friction component;

fr o t=

rotational friction component;

Ni=

number o f inactive elements;

Na —

number o f active elements;

m=

coefficient o f friction;

g=
m=

acceleration due to gravity;
mass o f object;

ra =

average radius o f object.

The final condition imposed on the generic model was that the forces (both
active and frictional) relating to an element are applied to the object
through a point at the center o f the element.

1 It is acknowledged that friction is a function of normal force not area o f contact.
However in this configuration, friction is proportional to the ratio of inactive/active
elements.
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The structure and rationale of the generic computer model's dynamics are outlined
in the following paragraphs. More detail is available in the from o f an extract from
the model source code in appendix A.
In the model, object motion is simulated in a discontinuous or stepwise manner,
with all activity clocked through in a cyclic routine. During a given cycle,
parameters like friction and the forces acting on a object are calculated and held
constant for the remainder of that cycle. At the conclusion o f each cycle the
object's position, velocity and acceleration are updated and the cycle repeated.
As previously mentioned, the model can operate with two types of objects: circles
and prisms. During initialisation the object types and dimensions are nominated and
the model displays these objects as perimeters at their nominated starting positions
on the array surface. These perimeters are then used to determine which elements
are in contact with their respective objects.
Developing a robust algorithm which could determine if an element lay within the
perimeter o f a given object was not a trivial task. From condition vi (above), the
forces directed at an object are transmitted through the center point of each
element. As the position and directional properties of each element is known in
advance, and because the object centroid is known from the previous clock cycle,
calculating the forces and torque's acting on an object can be found by applying the
equations listed above. However, as the geometric information for a given object is
limited to only what is required for its display, centroid position and radius (circle)
or length and breadth (prism) data, determining if an element lies within an object's
boundary requires further analysis.
The approach taken for circular objects was to compare the distance between the
element in question and the object's centroid to the radius o f the object. Clearly if
the element to object distance is greater than the radius the element lies outside the
object's boundary and hence has no effect on it.
For prismatic objects the equations o f the 4 bounding lines and their respective
points o f intersection (object vertices) were calculated from centroid, length and
breadth information. Then the equation of a line between the center o f the element
in question and a point known to be outside the object's boundary (array origin)
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was found. This line was then tested for legitimate points o f intersection on all the
bounding lines. If the number of intersections was odd (1, 3, 5, etc...) then the
element must lie inside the object's boundary. (Refer to figure 3.4) Legitimate
points o f intersection are those which lie inside the object vertices.
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Figure 3.4 :

Test For Determining If An Element Lies Within The Boundary Of
A Prismatic Object.

Now that the set of elements which can influence an object are known, the model
can sum the forces and torques generated by the activated elements within this set.
Additionally, the model sums the remaining inactive elements and calculates the
frictional forces and torques they impose. These forces and torques are used to
calculate the motion o f an object using the above conditions and the algorithm
presented in the figure 3.5.
Finally the model records the changes in object position and velocity and redraws
the object perimeter on the array surface.
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Figure 3.5 :

Block Diagram For The Dynamic Algorithm In The Generic Model.
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3.4

Discussions and Conclusions Drawn From Model O peration
While the PAM group were confident that this approach could manipulate objects,
there was a need for a tool that could readily investigate different operating
parameters and give some estimate o f manipulation performance. This type of
investigation is particularly useful when trying to evaluate areas o f commercial
opportunity. Hence, the model was developed with a graphical user interface so
that potential scenarios could be readily worked through with industry
representatives.
As this analysis is based on relatively simple dynamics with the imposition of a
number o f limiting conditions, the quantitative results should be interpreted in
their proper context. However, one area in which the model’s results are of more
academic interest was an investigation into the relationship between manipulation
performance and element resolution. Clearly, the cost o f an array will be
proportional to the number of elements present, hence this parameter is of
considerable importance. Further, as the effect o f this parameter can be measured
in relative terms, the limitations o f this model become less significant.
A series o f trials were conducted for both circular and prismatic object shapes with
a range o f object area to element area ratios. The results were collated in terms of
manipulation accuracy, where manipulation accuracy was defined as the number of
successful manipulations achieved divided by the total number o f manipulations
performed. A typical plot o f the results o f one o f these trials can be seen in figure
3.6.
The minimum possible object area to element area ratio for movement in all
directions is 4, one element of each direction type. However, with such coarse
resolution, object displacement was very unstable. The trials indicated that
manipulation accuracy increased rapidly as the ratio rose from 4 to 16. From that
point the accuracy would improve, but with a diminishing rate, as the ratio
increased. In all trials circular shaped objects proved to be more predictable than
their prismatic counterparts. This effect, which became more pronounced as the
prisms became less square, was caused by rapid fluctuations in the applied torque
as the object's orientation changed.
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Object/Element Area
—
—

Figure 3.6 :

square prism
circle

A Plot O f Manipulation Accuracy Vs Object/Element Area Ratio.

In general the model was well behaved. One problem that was experienced related
to holding the accelerations constant over the period o f time increment. Apart from
the computational errors generated by this approach, it created a problem when the
object slowed and approached the point where it should have come to rest. In this
situation the frictional force would become dominant and start to drive the object
in the opposite direction. This led to the situation where the object would oscillate
with small perturbations about the point at which it should have come to rest. This
problem can be corrected by the addition of a dead band.
In conclusion, the model was able to show that an object could be manipulated by
an array o f mono-directional elements that could impart a force to an object
traversing across its surface. Further, the model was able to indicate that the
minimum ratio o f object area to element area for moderately predictable
manipulation was in the range o f 9 to 16. With higher ratios the precision of
manipulation could be increased to levels beyond 90%.
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4.

DEVELOPMENT OF A DYNAMIC MODEL FOR A SPECIFIC
ARRAY MANIPULATOR
This chapter describes the development o f a dynamic model for an array
manipulator using the vibrational orbitor technique. More specifically, this model
was developed for the 36 element evaluation PAM as introduced in chapter 1. The
basis for this technique is the use o f low frequency vibration to modulate the
frictional forces between an object and an array surface. When these modulated
forces are suitably coupled to an orbiting motion, objects can be made to travel
across the array surface.
This chapter commences by describing the mechanics o f the vibrational orbitor
technique, and as vibratory transport is fundamental to this technique, links with the
mechanics o f conventional vibratory transport are established. Following this the
development o f a dynamic model for this specific manipulator is described. This
model was then used in the experimental program as described in chapter 5.

4.1

Mechanics Of The Vibrational Orbitor Technique
As described in chapter 1, the basic function of the PAM project was to develop
and construct array manipulators. In the initial stages o f the project, an extensive
field o f potential actuator technologies was evaluated and this was when the
attractive features o f vibratory transport were identified. These features were seen
as relatively simple, cost effective mechanical construction; further it could be
covered with a sealed membrane without a loss o f functionality. However this
technology did present a number o f challenges. In particular, a way to steer an
object through 360 degrees needed to be found. This was the impetus which led to
the development of the vibrational orbitor technique.
To start the following discussion consider figure 4.1, which shows a biscuit resting
on a plate. Assume the plate is in a constant orbit around the z axis which is
perpendicular to the horizontal plane. If the plate's surface was frictionless, the
biscuit which would only be experiencing gravity, would remain stationary relative
to this axis of rotation. Alternatively, if the biscuit was stuck to the plate, it would
orbit with the plate around this axis o f rotation.
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Z

Figure 4.1 :

Forces Applied To An Object During Conveying On The Vibrational
Orbitor Type Conveyor. Refer To Equations 4.9 & 4.11.

Now consider the situation where the amount of friction between the plate and the
biscuit could be varied as a function of orbit angle. Further, consider that this
change in friction could be arranged so that during part o f the orbit the biscuit
would remain stationary, relative to the axis of rotation, and then for the remainder
o f the orbit the biscuit would orbit with the plate. This would result in a net
displacement per orbit of the biscuit relative to the axis of rotation. If the biscuit
remained stationary while the plate orbited from east to west but then orbited with
the plate from west to east, then the net result for the orbit would be that the biscuit
has moved east relative to the axis o f rotation by the diameter of the orbit. Clearly,
if this pattern was repeated, the biscuit would travel in an easterly direction.
The friction between the plate and the biscuit can be varied by vibrating the plate in
the vertical plane (perpendicular to the plane of orbit). As friction is primarily a
function o f the normal force, the friction between the biscuit and the plate can be
varied by adding or subtracting a vertical acceleration vector in addition to the
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object's weight force. Further, if the frequency o f this vertical acceleration was
equal to the frequency of the plate's orbit, then there would be a maximum and a
minimum value o f normal force, and hence frictional force, per orbit.
To help visualize the concept being described an icon was developed. This icon
approximates the trace o f the plate as it goes through its orbit. Refer to figure 4.2.

downward

w
Figure 4.2 :

still

upward

Icon Approximating A Trace Of The Orbit O f A Vibrating Plate.

The icon approximates the orbit to an octagon. Each side o f the octagon is a linear
vector approximating the magnitude o f friction force during that sector o f the plate's
orbit. The double vector represents the section o f the orbit when the plate is moving
upward, and hence the section of the orbit where friction between the plate and an
object would be at a maximum. The dashed vector represents the sector of the orbit
when the plate is moving downward, and hence, the sector of the orbit where
friction between the plate and an object would be at a minimum.
If the plate was not vibrating, the icon would not feature any double or dashed
vectors. In this case all the vectors are o f the same magnitude, and hence
integration over an orbit would have a net result of zero. If the plate was vibrating,
the icon would feature a set o f double and dashed vectors. As these vectors are not
o f the same magnitude, when integrated over an orbit they would yield a resultant
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friction vector. By using the icon representation the direction of this resultant
friction vector can be determined by inspection. Refer to figure 4.3. As described in
the biscuit example, object displacement is most likely to occur in the direction of
this resultant friction vector.

resu ltan t

o p po site
to
d o w n w a rd
low friction

Figure 4.3 :

u p w ard
high friction

Determination Of The Direction O f A Resultant Friction Vector
From Inspecting The Friction Vectors O f The Icon O f A
Vibrating Surface Over One Orbit.

In order to steer the biscuit around the plate a phase constant was introduced. This
phase constant measures the orbit angle at which the vibrating surface starts to
accelerate upwards. If for example the biscuit travels north with a phase constant of
20 degrees, then at 20 degrees the vibrating surface commences its upward
displacement. In the case of a sinusoidal vibration, this upward displacement
concludes and the downward displacement starts when the orbit angle reaches the
phase constant plus 180 degrees, 200 degrees in this case. Clearly, changing the
offset constant to 200 degrees should cause the biscuit to travel south.
Now consider if instead of a continuous vibrating surface, the surface was
constructed from a large number of small elements. If each element was fitted with
its own actuator, so that each element could be vibrated with its own individual
phase constant, then with a judicious choice of element groupings and phase
constants, different objects could be driven in different directions simultaneously.
This is the basis for an array manipulator.
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4.2

Principles O f V ibratory T ransport O f Small Objects.
Vibratory bowl feeders, refer to fig 4.4, have been used extensively for the feeding
o f small components and assemblies in manufacturing environments. This section
introduces a theoretical model for these feeders and describes the effects of altering
the major parameters of the model.
In general these feeders consist of a bowl or hopper which is open at the top.
Attached to the inside wall of the bowl is a track which spirals upwards until it
meets the top edge of the bowl. The vibration is generated by periodically activating
an electro-magnet which pulls the bowl downward against leaf springs mounted
tangentially around the base. With the springs mounted as shown, the bowl
experiences a torsional acceleration in addition to the vertical acceleration
associated with it being driven up and down. The frequency of vertical oscillation is

-

typically at, or some multiple of, mains frequency. Items placed inside the bowl,
experiencing these torsional and vertical vibrations, climb up the helical track and
out of the bowl.

Figure 4.4 :

A Typical Vibratory Bowl Feeder.
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When considering the mechanics of vibratory conveying, it is convenient to
represent the helical track as a straight track which is inclined at a small angle to the
horizontal. Figure 4.5 shows the forces experienced by an object during vibratory
conveying in a bowl feeder.

D

Figure 4.5 :

Forces Applied To An Object During Vibratory Conveying In A
Bowl Feeder. [1]

If the vibration is generated by the application o f a sinusoidal input voltage (i.e.:
mains supply) then the driving force of vibration D can be approximated by the
following.[l]
D = mAo2cos(ot)

............................................................................ (4-1)

Where: D = driving force;
m = object mass;
A = amplitude of sinusoidal motion;
co = frequency o f sinusoidal motion in radians;
t = time.
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The frictional force F can be approximated by the following. [ 1]
F = psN = ps(mgcos(9) - mA©2COs(ot)sin(vj/))
F = psm(gcos(0) - A©2Cos(©t)sin(vj/)) ....................................................(4.2)
Where: F = frictional force;
ps = static coefficient o f friction;
g = acceleration due to gravity;
N = normal force;
0 = ramp angle;
vj/ = included angle between plane o f vibration and ramp angle.
By summing F, D & mg, it can be shown that the conditions which allow the object
to travel up the ramp can be described as follows. [1]

A£y2cos(*yt)
g

/&cos(0) + sin(0)
cos( y/ ) + /&sin ( y/)

(4.3)

Similarly, the conditions which allow the object to travel down the ramp are given
by -[ 1]

Aco2 cos{cot) ^ /¿c o s(0 )-sin (fl)
g

^ ^

cos ( y /) + jMsin ( y/)

In the discussions on the theory o f vibratory conveying presented in [1], conveying
operating conditions have been expressed in terms o f the dimensionless normal
track acceleration parameter; An/gn-

An

A<y2cos(6rt)sin( y/)
gcos(0)

(4.5)
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Where: An = the component o f driving acceleration normal to the track;
gn = the component o f acceleration due to gravity normal to the
track.
By substituting equation 4.5 into equations 4.3 and 4.4, the dimensionless
conditions for traveling up and down the ramp are as foliows.[l]
Traveling up the ramp:

An
/¿s + tan(0)
— >~ , , W
gn

COt(

, x
.............................................................................. (4.6)

I f /) + JUs

Traveling down the ramp:

A1> M,
gn

ta n (0

COt( I f /)

...............................................................................

— /J s

Further, from fig 4.5 it can be seen that when An is greater than gn, the object
would leave the track.
Hence, for the object to remain in contact with the track:
A n / gn < 1

....................................................................................(4.8)

Figure 4.6 shows the three limiting conditions for different modes o f vibratory
conveying for a given set o f operating conditions.
If the driving acceleration D is a periodic function, the magnitude of An/gn will also
be periodic. If the maximum value o f An/gn is greater than 1, the object will lose
contact with the track for part o f the driving acceleration’s cycle. The object's
motion will then be a combination of sliding and hopping. Alternatively, if the
maximum value o f An/gn is less than 1, the object will only experience sliding
motion. A block diagram expressing the combinations of possible transport modes
can be seen in figure 4.7.
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Limiting Conditions For Various Modes Of Vibratory Conveying.
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Figure 4.7 :

Block Diagram Showing The Possible Combinations Of Vibratory
Transport M odes.[l]
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In [1], a detailed study o f the dynamics of vibratory conveying is reported. The
following conclusions, drawn from this study, describe how model parameters affect
the mean conveying velocity Vm o f a vibratory conveying system.
For a given set o f conditions, and for a constant maximum value o f An/gn, the mean
conveying velocity Vm is inversely proportional to the vibration frequency co.
Therefore, in order to maximize conveying rates, it would be desirable to use as low
a frequency as possible. However, as An is to be kept constant, the track amplitude
would need to be increased to compensate. This leads to complexities in the design
o f feeders and interfaces.
The theoretical model predicts that increasing An/gn will yield an increase in mean
conveyor velocity. This trend is generally supported by experimental evidence prior
to the point when the object starts to bounce. In general the most efficient feeding
conditions were achieved when An/gn was greater than 1 but before the onset of
excessively unstable conditions.
Experimental evidence has shown that Vm is sensitive to the included angle between
the plane o f vibration and ramp angle vj/. Further, [1] concluded that there were no
consistent trends between Vm and vj/, except that for a given set o f operating
conditions there was an optimal angle o f \j/.
Unlike the angle ij/, there was a correlation between Vm and the track angle 0. The
study showed that the highest velocities were achieved when 0 was zero. The study
also showed that forward conveying was only achieved with small track angles.
Typically these angles are in the order o f 3 to 5 degrees.
The last parameter o f the model investigated was coefficient of friction ps. The
study showed that as ps increased so did Vm.
One design parameter which was not addressed in the above theoretical model but
which does have a significant impact on Vm with vibratory conveyors is load mass.
The vibratory system's mass has a direct impact on the vibration amplitude and
frequency o f the conveyor. Hence, if significant variability in the load mass is
present, it is difficult to maintain a relatively consistent Vm. This situation can be
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improved by increasing the spring rate to the point where operational changes in
load mass become insignificant. However, increasing spring stiffness necessitates
increasing the power o f the vibrational driver.

4.2.1

Applying Conventional Vibratory Feeder Theory To The Orbiting Feeder
Before proceeding with the development o f the model, consideration was given to
the application o f conventional vibratory feeder theory in the orbiting case. By
inspection it can be seen that the major differences between these two can be listed
as follows.
i)

In the orbitor case there is no helical ramp, hence the track angle 0 is fixed at
the horizontal (0°).

ii)

Similarly, in the orbitor case the angle between the plane o f vibration and the
track angle, v|/, is fixed at the vertical (90°).

iii)

In the orbitor case there is an additional force present, the centripetal force
C o f orbit.

iv)

The final and most significant difference is that in the orbitor's case the
vibrational driving force D does not directly act to accelerate the transported
object in the horizontal plane. Instead any horizontal acceleration comes
from the centripetal force of orbit.

Redefining the forces so they are in line those shown in figure 4.1 gives the
following derivation.
If the driving force D is sinusoidal and the frequency o f vibration is locked to the
frequency o f orbit, © now describes the orbit angle. Hence, a phase angle constant
can be added to provide offsets for different vibration/orbit position relationships to
give:
D = mA©2cos(©t + <j>)
Where: <|>= is the phase angle constant.

(4.9)
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The frictional force F can be approximated as before but with a track angle fixed at
the vertical.
F = jasN = ps(mg - mAco2cos(cDt + <j>))
F = p sm(g - Aco2cos(a>t + <)>)) ................................................................. (4 10)
The centripetal force is given by the following:
C = mrco2 ................................................................................................. (4.11)
Where: C = centripetal force;
r = radius o f orbit.
The conditions which allow motion between the object and the surface are when the
centripetal acceleration exceeds the frictional acceleration as given below. It should
be noted that as with all circular motion o f a constant speed, the displacement and
velocity vectors are tangent to the centripetal acceleration vector at any time t.
ra)2 > jj,s(g _ Aco2cos((Dt + <[>)) ................................................................(4.12)
As before the dimensionless normal track acceleration parameter; An/gn is given by
the following.

An

D

Aft)2cos(flrt + #)

gn

g

g

(4 13)

Hence, by substituting equation 4.13 into equation 4.12, the dimensionless limiting
condition for motion can be found as follows.

— < f h { r o ) 2 1 g + 1)
g”

........................................................................... (414)

As discussed previously, for the object to remain in contact with the track An/ gn
must be less than 1.
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Hence, the inclusion o f the additional centripetal force along with the other
differences listed above has not prevented the development of the dimensionless
normal track acceleration parameter; An/gn.

4.3

Derivation Of A Dynamic Model For The 36 Element Vibrational Orbitor
Array
The following derives the basic equations o f motion for the dynamic model o f the
36 element array as described in chapter 1. This section commences by rearranging
equation 4.12 to give the net acceleration acting on a object in the horizontal plane.
Aq = r©2 _ (¿s(g -A©2cos(©t + <)>))........................................................(4-15)
Where: Ao = object acceleration.
If the magnitude o f Ao is positive, the direction at any instant will be towards the
center o f orbit. If negative, frictional forces are greater than the centripetal forces
and no relative displacement will occur.
As © can be considered constant integrating equation 4.15 with respect to time
gives the following.
V0 = (r©2 - psg )t - psA©sin(©t + (j)) + Ci

......................................(4.16)

Where: V0 = object velocity;
Ci = integration constant.
The direction o f V0 at any instant will be tangent to the orbit.
Similarly, integrating equation 4.16 with respect to time gives the following.
D0 = 0.5(r©2 - psg )t 2 + psAcos(©t + <()) + C it + C 2 ........................ (417)
Where: D0 = object displacement;
C 2 = integration constant.
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The direction o f D 0 at any instant will be tangent to the orbit.
Equations 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17 predict acceleration, velocity and displacement
information for an object at any instant o f orbit provided the vertical acceleration of
the array element is sinusoidal. (As will be shown later, this is not the case.)
Additionally, as we wish to predict the macro scale displacements, the net
acceleration, velocity and displacement per orbit is of more interest. In order to
determine these in terms of net difference per orbit a fixed Cartesian coordinate
system can be imposed across the surface. The above quantities can be resolved into
x and y components and then integrated over the period o f an orbit. This yields the
net difference o f the x and y components o f these variables per orbit.
An additional consideration is that up to this point object motion has been described
assuming that all the array elements under a given object were being vibrated in
phase (with the same phase constant). This type o f motion, known here as operating
in the homogenous phase regime, can produce translation type displacements. If we
desired to rotate an object about its center the array would need to transfer a
suitable torque vector or force couple. To produce such a force couple different
elements under the object would need to operate with different phases constants at
the same time. This is shown schematically in figure 4.8.

phase 1

phase 2

Figure 4.8 :

Four Element Icons & Their Resultant Vectors Rotating An Object
In A Clockwise Direction.
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In figure 4.8 four elements are shown as icons under an object with a prismatic
footprint. Two o f the icons show elements operating with phase 1 and that the
resultant o f a phase 1 is a resultant friction vector to the left. The other two icons
show elements operating with phase 2 which has a resultant friction vector to the
right. These resultant vectors work to rotate the object counter-clockwise around
its own center. This type of motion is known here as operating in the heterogeneous
phase regime.
The icon based representations have provided an effective way to visualize how an
object may behave while in contact with a number of elements operating with
different phases. However for a more complete description, the object's rocking
motion, caused by the rising and falling o f the alternating elements, should be taken
into account. Consider an object covering an area o f four elements as shown in
figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9 :

A Solid Flat Bottomed Object On A Four Element Array With The
Left-Rear Element Raised. Also Shown Are Normal & Frictional
Forces.
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When the elements are not vibrating, or vibrating in phase, the top surfaces o f all
the elements will be at the same elevation and the weight force o f the object would
be spread evenly between them. However, as soon as one o f the elements top
surfaces reaches a greater elevation than the others, its share o f the weight force
will rapidly increase. Further, when a flat bottomed object like that shown in figure
4.9 is raised by one comer, one o f the adjacent elements will loose contact with the
object giving the situation where one element would be carrying a large proportion
o f the weight force (Nc) and two o f the remaining three elements would carry the
remaining weight force (Na & Nb).

The implication o f the situation described in figure 4.9 is that the planar motion of
even a simple flat bottomed object cannot be predicted by only considering the
resultant displacement vectors o f the elements under the object. A more accurate
model would determine which elements are actually in contact with the object, and
then estimate what share of the object's weight force each of these elements is
carrying. This would then give a more accurate picture o f the effective frictional
force at each element. Further, the model would have to know or find the object's
center o f gravity (cog), and the relationship between the cog and an estimated point
o f application for each o f the element forces acting on the object. Such a model
would have to be recomputed with a frequency sufficiently high to account for
changes in object to array geometry as the object moves across the array surface.

4.3.1 Assumptions Made In Implementing The Dynamic Model

As described above, when operating in the heterogeneous phase regime the
interaction between individual array elements and the object is both complex and
rapidly changing. However, as this type of motion is essential for object
reorientation, this regime is too great to ignore. In order to reduce the complexity
to a more manageable level, a number o f simplifying assumptions are suggested so
that only the effects perceived as the most significant would be modeled. These
assumptions are described in table 4.1.
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A ssum ption

Actual Situation

#
1

The
only
active
elements The most significant active elements
considered to be influencing the acting on the object are those associated
object are those associated with the with the phase which at that instant has
phase which at that instant has the the maximum elevation. The other active
maximum elevation.
elements in contact with the object do
contribute to the accelerating forces
acting on the object but are less
significant.

2

The magnitude o f the object
accelerating forces is proportional
to the element's normal force.

The magnitudes o f all forces acting on
the object are functions o f complex
object to array geometry and object
dynamics.

3

The cog o f the object can be found
from the centroid o f its "footprint".

The cog o f the object is a function of its
geometry and density.

4

The point o f application of the
element forces will be at the
centroid o f each element.

The point o f application o f an element
forces are functions o f complex object
to array geometry.

5

The relationship between the The relationship between the object's
object's cog and the applied cog and the applied element forces are
element forces are fully described functions o f complex object to array
by the planar vector between the geometry.
respective points.

Table 4.1 :

Assumptions For The Dynamic Model.
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Aside from assumption number 1 the above statements are relatively straight
forward. However, assumption 1 is very significant. Only those active elements
which at the time o f interest feature the highest elevation will be considered as
active. Hence, when integrating the object accelerating forces from active elements
over a complete orbit, their elevation status must be monoitored. The accelerating
forces o f any particular active element is integrated only while it maintains a
maximum elevation status.
Armed with the basic equations o f motion from the previous section, and with the
above simplifying assumptions, there is nearly enough information to model the 36
element array. However, the basic equations o f motion assume that an element's
vertical acceleration is proportional to the applied input (voltage across element
coil) signal. Unfortunately the relationship between the electrical input and the
vertical acceleration produced is not so straight forward. This relationship is
developed in section 4.4, but to avoid distraction, it has been decided to proceed
with the modeling here, quoting results from section 4.4 as required.

4.3.2 Modeling Of The Array Mechanism
The solenoids used as active members for the array's elements were supplied by
Famell Electronic Components (part number 176-583). They feature an open box
frame construction with a push/pull configuration.
Based on theory for modeling electro-mechanical solenoids, as presented in section
4.4, the inductance o f the magnetic circuit for the above solenoid can be
approximated by the inductance o f the solenoids two air gaps. The reluctance of the
air gap on the left (t2) o f the figure is not a function of armature position but is a
function o f the clearance between the armature and the solenoid frame. The air gap
on the right ( t|) o f the figure is the main energy store and its reluctance is a function
o f armature position.
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Sectional View O f Solenoid # 176-583.

It will be shown in the results obtained in section 4.4 that this solenoid's inductance
can be approximated by the following. (Applying equation 4.30 to above solenoid)

L (x )-

N 2//o;rab(di2 +dich)
2 sin(£)dibx + t 2 a(di + d 2 )

......................................... (418)

Variables are as indicated in figure 4.10.
Again, it will be shown in the results obtained from section 4.4 that the inductance
from equation 4.18 can be used to find both the voltage induced in the coil and
mechanical force produced on the armature.
Differentiating equation 4.18 with respect to i and x and substituting into equation
4.40 gives the electrical dynamics of the solenoid.

°

N 2/io/zab(di2 + d i d 2 )
di
2sin(^)dibx + t 2 a(di + d 2 ) d t

„ N 2/io;zab2 sin(g)(di3 + di2d 2 >i dx
(2sin(^)dibx + t 2 a(di+ d 2 ))2 dt
..........................(4.19)
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Differentiating equation 4.18 with respect to x and substituting into equation 4.38
will give the force produced by the solenoid as a function o f air gap and current.
This is shown below.

Ffld(x)

- N 2//o;zab2 sin(£)(di3 + d i 2d 2 )i2

(4.20)

(2 sin(£)dibx + t 2 a(di + d 2 ))2

Now that the force produced by a manipulator's solenoid can be estimated, a
dynamic model can be constructed for a single manipulator element. Here a single
element consists o f a solenoid plus the associated springs and mass which make up
its physical system.
Figure 4.11 shows the side elevation o f array elements in their relaxed positions,
xbah where the two springs are in balance. This element position can be altered by
adjusting the cap screw at the bottom o f the figure.
The set o f modeled forces acting on the element are:
^spring’
^solenoid’
^weight’
Fstop;
^damp-

^sp rin g ls the force associated with the two springs and their balance position. This
force can be modeled as follows.
F spring = C^a + KbXxbal -x) .....................................................(4-21)
Where: Ka = spring coefficient o f upper spring;
K|j = spring coefficient o f lower spring;
xbal = a*r gaP position where springs are in balance.

^solenoid is the force generated by the solenoid and is given by equation 4.20.
^weight is the weight force of the armature plus any additional object weight being
supported by the armature.

Figure 4.11A : Side Elevation View Of A Single Solenoid Used In The 36 Element
Vibrational Orbitor Manipulator.
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Figure 4.1 IB : Side Elevation View O f The 36 Element Vibrational Orbitor
Manipulator, As Used In The Experimental Program.
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Fstop is an imaginary force used to account for the physical stop which limits the
armature's displacement. The mathematical representation o f this force needs to
generate massive force over an extremely limited range. The following mathematical
function was used because it features the desired characteristics.
■'stop - cxp(-Kc(x - Kd)) ........................................................... (4.22)
Where: Kc = multiplying constant (default value = 28000);
K(j = offset constant (default value = 0.0001).
Fdamp is the frictional force associated with the armature's velocity, (refer to the
damp term in equation 4.40)
The mathematical summation of these forces is :

2 >

= (K . + K b)(Xba, -x )-

N 2//o^ab2 sin(<J)(di3 + di2d 2 )i‘
■+ mg
(2 sin(£)dibx + t 2 a(di + d 2 ))2

..(4.23)

dx
+ exp(-Kc(x - K d))- B* —
dt
As equation 4.23 is a summation o f all the modeled vertical force components
acting on the solenoid armature o f an element, this equation, along with equation
4.19, can be solved to give vertical acceleration, velocity and position information
o f the element as a function o f time
As the orbit o f the elements is also known as a function of time, from equation 4.23
the normal force between an object and any given element can be found as a
function o f orbit angle. Further, this result can be substituted into equation 4.15 to
yield object acceleration as a function o f orbit angle. The object acceleration can be
found in terms o f its x and y components and then integrated to give the net velocity
and displacement changes per orbit.
This procedure and set o f equations form the basis o f the dynamic model o f the 36
element array.
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4.3.3 Implementation Of The Model
The above equations were compiled into a number o f models using the Simnon
mathematical simulation package and performed on a DOS based computer. The
Simnon package is specifically designed for solving ordinary differential and
difference equations using a variety o f numerical integration algorithms. The
algorithm used in this work was Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg 4/5. However, a variety of
other numerical integration algorithms were experimented with. Simnon was
developed by a group at the Dept o f Automatic Control, Lund Sweden and is now
marketed through SSPA Systems.
A Simnon model is constructed in a modular fashion using a number o f different file
types. The instructions on how information should flow between a model's file set is
contained in the model's ''Connection System" file. Solving the equations and
performing the numerical integration is performed in the "Continuous System" files.
Finally, "Macro System" files describe the executional procedure o f a model and
provides the user with the ability to automate the modeling process.
A complete listing o f all Simnon files is available in appendix B. The following is a
list o f the files contained in appendix B.

Continuous system files
sinwave :

generates sinusoidal wave voltage input;

triwave :

generates triangular wave voltage input;

current:

models equation 4.19;

force :

models equation 4.23;

encode:

models the orbit angle as a function o f time,

object:

models the dynamics of an object.

Connection system files
con6 -11 :

define the information relationships between files in various
model configurations.
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Macro system files
models 1, 3 & 5 :

define triangular input wave models with various
data output configurations.

models 2, 4 & 6 :

define sinusoidal input wave models with various
data output configurations.

Additionally, appendix B contains a program for filtering the data output from the
above models.

4.4

Modeling Of The Electro-Mechanical Solenoids
The vibrating elements used in the target manipulator are conventional electric
solenoids. This section applies theory associated with the electro-mechanical
conversion process to small solenoids.
Conventional solenoids use magnetic fields to convert electrical energy into kinetic
or potential energy. The fundamental relationship between these quantities can be
found from the Lorentz force law, as given below. [2]
F = q(E + v x B)

............................................................................. (4.24)

Where: F = force on a particle o f charge;
q = charge;
E = electric field strength;
v = velocity o f particle relative to magnetic field;
B = magnetic field strength.

Applying equation 4.24 directly to a solenoid would be a complex task. For a
detailed analysis, finite element techniques, which can yield information about the
localized forces and field distributions, need to be employed. Fortunately, for the
purposes o f the following investigations it is the net force that is o f primary interest,
and details o f localized force distribution are o f a secondary nature. This provides
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the scope for adopting a global conservation o f energy approach, as described by
the following energy balance. [2]
A energy input

=

A energy output

+

A energy stored

+

A energy lost

In the case o f modeling a solenoid, the above energy balance can be rewritten as
follows. [2]

dWelec

dWjngQh + dWflcl+ d^lost

(4.25)

Where: dWejec = differential o f electrical energy input;
dWmech = differential of mechanical energy output;
dWfld = differential change in magnetic stored energy;
dW jost= differential o f energy lost due to heat and friction.
When employing an energy balance approach in deriving a mathematical model o f a
physical system it is useful to separate the losses from the energy conversion
process. This allows a region in which energy is conserved to be defined. The major
losses in small solenoids are heat, which is due to the resistance o f the coil, and
friction associated with the moving elements. It is possible to mathematically
separate these losses from the energy conversion process and reintroduce them at a
latter stage as external loss factors. [2]
Using this approach, the following region in which energy is conserved has been
defined.
dWe{ec

dWmech + dWfld

................................................................(4-26)

The electrical term represents electrical power induced in the coil due to changes in
the magnetic and mechanical energy. Hence, it can be defined as follows.

d w elec = e id t
Where: e = induced voltage in the coil;
i = current in the coil.

(4.27)
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From Faraday's law it can be shown that the induced voltage can be expressed in
terms o f flux linkages, as given below. [2]

d W e le c

(4.28)

i-dX.

Where: X = flux linkage, (surface integral o f normal component o f the
magnetic flux density integrated over any surface spanned by the
coil)[2]
The magnetic circuit o f a linear electro-magnetic device can be described by an
inductance L, which is a function of the geometry o f the magnetic structure and the
permeability o f the magnetic circuit. Electromagnetic energy conversion devices
contain air gaps in their magnetic circuits to allow for relative movement between
the moving parts. Typically, the difference between the permeability o f the air gap
and the magnetic material is sufficiently large to enable the characteristics o f the
magnetic circuit to be described by the dimensions o f the air gap alone. Further, if
magnetic nonlinearities and core losses are neglected, the flux linkages and current
are considered to be linearly related by a geometry factor. In the case o f a solenoid,
this factor is armature position x. This can be written as follows. [ 2]
X = L(x)i

........................................................................................ (4.29)

Where: L = inductance as a function o f x;
x = length o f air gap.
Inductance o f an air gap is given by the following. [2]
L(x) = N“|A0Ag/x

...........................................................................(4.30)

Where: N is the number of turns in the coil;
ji0 is the permeability o f free space;
Ag is the area perpendicular to flux path.
The dWmech term in equation 4.26 represents the mechanical power associated
with the armature. Hence it can be written as follows. [2]
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dW m ech

(4.31)

Ffld-dx

Where: Ffjd = magnetic force acting on the armature.
By substituting equations 4.28 and 4.31 into equation 4.26, the following can be
written.
dW fld= i.dX - Ffld.dx ........................................................................(4.32)
The dWfld term in equation 4.32 represents the change of magnetic energy stored in
the coil. As this energy storage system is conservative,

is a state function of

X and x. Hence, Wfld will be uniquely specified by a set o f given values o f X and x.

It can be found by integrating along any path that reaches those given values of A, &
x. An integration path can be chosen which eliminates one o f the terms in equation
4.32. Hence, if the Ffjd.dx term is eliminated then the following can be written. [2]
Xo

Wnd(Ao.Xo) = f (A,xo)M ......................................................................(4.33)
0
For linear systems in which X is proportional to i, the integral can be evaluated by
solving equation 4.29 for i and substituting the result into equation 4.33. Upon
evaluation the integral yields the following. [2]
Wfld(fco.*o) = 0 5 ( V /L(xo)) ............................................................. (4.34)

Further, if i is held constant then by substituting in equation 4.29 a second time the
following can be written. [2]
w f ld ( \» xo ) ' 0.5L(xo)i2

..................................................................... (4.35)

By taking the total differential o f dWfld it can be seen from equation 4.32 that:

d Wild(/l, x ) =

¿ W ild

¿Wfld

dX + ------- OX
¿2c
dX

(4.36)
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As X and x are independent variables, and by comparing equation 4.36 to equation
4.32, the following can be written. [2]

¿ ? W f id ( /l,x )
Ffld =

ck

(4.37)

Therefore, the force on the armature o f the solenoid can be found by differentiating
equation 4.35 with respect to x while holding X constant. Performing this
differentiation on equation 4.35 yields the following.
Ffld = 0.5i—(dl./dx) ................................................................................ (4.38)
Equation 4.37 gives the force produced by an electro-mechanical solenoid as a
function of current, inductance and the air gap for a system which conserves energy.
Now a generic dynamic model can be developed which will add heat and frictional
losses. Consider figure 4.12.
The energy losses due to the coil's resistance can be incorporated in the model by
including a resistor o f appropriate value in the excitation circuit. The voltage across
the power source will be equal to the voltage drop across the resistor plus any
voltage induced in the coil. Using the result o f equation 4.28, this can be expressed
as follows.
Vo = Ri +dA/dt ................................................................................(4.39)
Where: R = resistance o f coil.
Substituting the derivative o f equation 4.29 into 4.39 gives the following result.

__
Vo

T
di . dL(x) dx
= lR + L (x )— + i — — —
dx dt
dt

(4.40)

Vo
Figure 4.12 : Generic Model Of A Singly Excited Electro-mechanical System With
Losses. [2]

The energy losses due to friction associated with the moving armature can be
incorporated into the model by adding an appropriate damping coefficient.
Additionally, forces associated with inertia and external armature loads can be
added to the force produced by the magnetic field as in equation 4.41.

H2v
rlv
Fo(t) = - M —-— B ------ K (x -x o ) + Ffid(x,i) ..............................(4.41)
dt2
dt
Where: M = moving mass;
B = damping constant;
K = spring constant;
Fo = external load.
Equations 4.40 and 4.41 approximate the dynamic behavior o f a singly excited
electro-mechanical solenoid.
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5.

VALIDATION & SIMULATION
DYNAMIC
MODEL
OF
A
MANIPULATOR

RESULTS FROM A
SPECIFIC
ARRAY

This chapter presents the simulation results from the model developed in the
previous chapter. The focus o f the simulation work was to investigate object
accelerations as predicted by equation 4.15, but with the sinusoidal acceleration
term replaced with accelerations predicted by equation 4.23. Simulations were
conducted under various operating conditions to investigate the vibrational
orbitor's behavior as compared to that o f the model. The chapter concludes with
discussions on the results obtained and draws some conclusions.

5.1

Element Motion Validation
Before the simulation work commenced, validation trials were performed to ensure
that the element (solenoid) motion was occurring as predicted by equation 4.23.
The trials were performed by measuring the solenoid's dynamics when subjected to
known input signals, which in this case were sinusoidal and triangular waveforms.
The validation trials conducted can be divided into two groups; static and dynamic.
The first group or "static trials" measured static forces generated by the solenoid
with various voltages applied across the coil and at various air gaps. These forces
where then compared with the forces predicted by the model.
The second group or "dynamic trials" o f validation procedure measured the
displacement o f the solenoid's armature, as mounted in the vibrational orbitor test
rig, when a periodic voltage was applied across the coil. This situation closely
represents the solenoid's dynamics during test rig operation. Again the measured
results were compared to the results predicted by the model.
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5.1.1

Description Of Equipment Used In The Validation Trials
Before the results o f the validation trials are presented a brief description of the
arrangement and additional equipment used in obtaining the experimental
measurements is given. The major items o f additional equipment include: a spring
scale, a dial indicator gauge, a linear differential voltage transducer (LVDT), a
transducer amplifier and a data acquisition card for a DOS based personal
computer. A brief summary o f this equipment is presented below while detailed
specifications and associated information for these items can be found in appendix
C.
Spring scale :

Halda Haldex AB Halmstad spring scale, range 0 - 1000 g.

Dial Indicator

Mercer Type 54 dial indicator gauge, resolution 0.002 mm.

LVDT :

Hewlett Packard 7DCDT-050.

Amplifier:

Purpose built amplifier using a LM308 Op Amp. Circuit
designed by Phil Ciufo.

Data Acquisition :

Boston technology PC-30D acquisition card, featuring a 16
channel 12 bit A/D converter with DMA and a max sampling
rate of 200kHz. Acquisition software was written by the
author. The source code is available in appendix C.

The basic arrangement o f the measuring equipment used in the validation trials can
be seen in figure 5.1.

5.1.2 Static Validation Of Element Motion
This stage o f the validation process examined the ability o f the model to predict the
static force generated by the solenoid with various applied voltages and at various
armature positions. This force is predicted by equation 4.20 o f the previous
chapter.

In order to obtain the physical dimensions needed to evaluate this

equation a solenoid was dissected. These dimensions along with the raw data
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relating to these trials are available in appendix D. Upon substitution o f this
physical data, equation 4.20 was evaluated as follows:

Ffid(x) =

811200.354i2
(45662.100x + 84.42)2

Figure 5.1:

(5.1)

36 Element Vibrational Orbitor Test Rig With LVDT Attached To
An Individual Element.

The actual force generated by the solenoid was measured with the spring scale
described earlier. Trials were conducted with voltages ranging between 12 to 30
volts and with air gaps ranging from 0 to 3 mm. The trial results produced good
correlations between measured and predicted forces over the above range of
armature positions. Figure 5.2 shows some typical results with applied voltages of
12 and 20 volts.
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Figure 5.2 :

Calc @ 12 V
Cale @ 20 V
Meas @ 12 V
Meas @ 20 V

Measured & Predicted (calc) Forces Vs Air Gap For Solenoid
#176-583.

5.1.3

Dynamic Validation O f Elem ent Motion

The following section of the validation trials were concerned with predicting
solenoid armature positions when a known periodic input voltage was placed
across the solenoid's coil.
The model is able to predict the armature position by numerically integrating
equations 4.19 and 4.23. After the appropriate physical dimensions had been
substituted, these equations can be evaluated as follows:
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Tr

_

35.531
di
45662.100x + 84.42 dt

V o — R l H------------------------------------------------- t

£ Fz = (Ka + Kb)(Xbai - x) -

811200.91i:
(45662. lOOx + 84.42)‘

+ exp(-K c(x - ka)) - B *

Where :

1622400.702i
dx
r
(45662.100x + 84.42)2 dt

(5.2)

+ mg

dx

(5.3)

dt

R = 53 Q.
Ka =

= 800 N/mm

xbal = 0 6
Kc =22000
K(j = 0.1 mm
B = 0.75 N/s

The actual solenoid armature position was measured by the LVDT, which was
directly coupled to the armature. The voltage signals produced by the transducer
are amplified and fed into the data acquisition card mounted in the computer.
Figures 5.3 & 5.4 show the measured armature displacement Vs the armature
displacement predicted by the model after the numerical integration of equations
5.3 & 5.4.

In figure 5.3 a 30 volt, 20 Hz sine wave was used to excite the

solenoid, while in figure 5.4 a 30 volt, 20 Hz triangle wave was applied.
Both figures suggest a good correlation between the model’s predictions and the
measured element displacement. Further, as the displacements shown in figures 5.3
& 5.4 are the results o f numerically integrating the modeled forces experienced by
the element, and as the higher derivatives are more prone to noise, it is reasonable
to assume that the models velocity and acceleration predictions would exhibit
equal, or better, correlations with their actual counterparts. Hence, it was
concluded that the model was able to predict the motion o f the element's armature
with sufficient accuracy to continue with the simulation program.
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Figure 5.3 :

—
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Measured Vs Predicted Armature Position When 20 Hz, 30 V Sine Wave
Was Applied .
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Figure 5.4 :

Measured Vs Predicted Armature Position When 20 Hz, 30 V
Triangle Wave Was Applied.
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5.2

Simulation Results From The Dynamic Model
As with the validation program, the simulation program can be divided into two
sections. The first section investigates how object accelerating forces are affected
by variations o f vibration parameters. The second section examines these forces as
a function o f orbit angle.

5.2.1

Object Motion Due To Variation of Vibration Parameters
In section 4.2 the principles o f vibratory transport of small objects were
considered. In particular, this section discussed some results describing the effects
different vibration parameters had on conveying velocity. In this section we are
again concerned with how vibration parameters affect object motion. There are
five major vibration parameters that could be adjusted on the 36 element PAM.
These are:
element spring force (by preload or spring substitution);
mass (by payload substitution);
excitation wave shape (by input signal);
excitation wave amplitude (by input signal);
and excitation wave frequency (by input signal).

In section 4.2 the performance o f different vibratory transport configurations were
compared using the mean conveyor velocity variable. In the work presented here
object accelerating force per element was used as the basis for comparison. This
variable was selected because it is directly compatible with the generic model of
section 3. One o f the input parameters for the generic model is the magnitude of
object accelerating force an element produces. Hence, the results from this model
can be directly input into the generic model to give a more global picture. Further,
mean conveying velocity can be found by integrating these forces. As stated in the
introduction these forces were found using equation 4.15, but with the sinusoidal
acceleration term replaced with accelerations predicted by equation 4.23.
Replacing equation 4.23 with equation 5.3 gives the following:
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A 0 = TO) 2 - /zs ((Ka + Kb)(Xbal - x)

811200.91ia

mg

(45662.100x + 84.42)'
+ e x p (-K c (x -k d ))-B * ^ )
dt
.(5.4)

As described in section 4.3.2, the Ao value from equation 5.4 can be found as a
function o f orbit angle and hence split into its respective x and y components. The
resultant magnitude o f these components can be calculated and integrated to yield
the net difference per orbit.
The simulation trials were conducted in two streams, one stream for sinusoidal
wave excitation and the other for triangular wave excitation. Both streams went
through an identical series of trials. In each trial, two o f the four remaining
parameters were held constant while the others were varied. In each case the
groupings were:
excitation wave frequency and amplitude held constant while mass
and spring rate were varied;
mass and spring rate held constant while excitation wave frequency
and amplitude varied.

The following figures show the variation in object driving forces as found in the
trials described above. Each result shown was the averaged net difference in
driving force per orbit, averaged over three test orbits. Appendix B contains the
complete model code and data filter program source code listings which produced
the above results.

force (N)
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Figure 5.5 :

Object Forces Generated By Triangle Wave Excitation With
Varying Object Mass & Spring rates, (amplitude = 30V,
frequency = 20Hz)

force (N)
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0.1

Figure 5.6

Object Forces Generated By Sine Wave Excitation With Varying
Object Mass & Spring Rates, (amplitude = 30V, frequency = 20Hz)

force (N)
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30

Figure 5.7 :

Object Forces Generated By Triangle Wave Excitation With
Varying Frequencies & Amplitudes, (mass = 0.003kg,
spring rate = 800Nm)

force (N)
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30

Figure 5.8 :

Object Forces Generated By Sine Wave Excitation With Varying
Frequencies & Amplitudes, (mass = 0.003kg, spring rate = 800Nm)
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Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show that object accelerating forces increase with increasing
object mass and decrease with increasing element spring rate. These spring rate
results were expected; if the spring rate was increased to the point where the
element’s solenoid force became insignificant the element would stop vibrating and
consequently the object accelerating forces would be zero. Therefore the lower the
spring rate the greater the vibration amplitude and object accelerating forces.
However, the limiting factor for the lowering the spring rate is the ability o f the
armature to maintain the frequency o f vibration.
Object accelerating forces also increased as object mass increased. These results
are more surprising as it could be argued that increasing object mass will reduce
vibration amplitude and hence object accelerating forces. This result could be due
to natural frequencies and their resonant effects; hence this should receive more
attention before conclusions are drawn.
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show that object accelerating forces rise with an increase in
either excitation wave frequency or amplitude. Although this differs from the
results o f section 4.2 these results are also intuitive. In section 4.2 it was reported
that with conventional vibratory feeders the mean conveying velocity was inversely
proportional to frequency while in the orbitor case it appears that object
accelerations are proportional to frequency. This can be explained by the
centripetal acceleration term in equation 4.15. Clearly if the orbit frequency was
zero then no object accelerations would be produced.
Finally, from the similarity o f trends in all four figures it can be concluded that the
two different excitation wave shapes appear to have had a minor effect on the
results. This is no doubt due to the relatively small real difference in the two wave
shapes (refer to fig 5.9).

5.2.2

Driving Forces As Function O f M anipulator O rbit
The previous section was concerned with the effects different vibration parameters
had on the magnitude of object accelerating forces. In this section a more
microscopic view o f object transport is taken. From the work in the previous
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section it is possible to estimate the net object acceleration per orbit. What is
needed now is an understanding o f where these accelerations occur within an orbit
so these accelerations can be directed to steer and rotate objects.
The results discussed in this section were produced using triangular and sinusoidal
excitation waveshapes, as shown in figure 5.9, with the following parameters:
frequency :

20 Hz;

amplitude :

30 Vdc;

phase constant :
mass :

90°
3g.

—

triangle wave input (phase angle - 90 deg)

—

slnewave Input (phase angle - 90 deg)

Figure 5.9 :

Excitation Wave Shapes As A Function Of Orbit Angle.
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The element armature positions as predicted by the model for these excitation
wave shapes is shown in figure 5.10. In this figure the armature position is shown
in terms o f solenoid air gap. Note that with the mechanical configuration o f the 36
element array downward element motion corresponds with increasing air gap.
From the outset one can see that for these operating parameters there is little
correlation between excitation wave shape and armature displacement. One
probable cause for the distortion is the large non-linear force/displacement
relationship exhibited by electro-mechanical solenoids.

—

triangle wave

—

sine wave input

Figure 5.10:

Solenoid Armature Position (in terms of air gap) As A Function Of
Orbit Angle With 90° Phase Constant.
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Examination o f figure 5.10 reveals that the solenoid's armature is stationary for
approximately 65% o f the orbit period. Further the solenoid armature, and hence
the manipulator's element, is moving upward (against gravity) between 110 and
160 degrees and the solenoid's armature is moving downward between 80 and 100
degrees. This phase relationship corresponds to the previously described excitation
waveforms.
Figure 5.11 shows the accelerations experienced by the element under these
conditions from 90 to 200 degrees o f orbit.

—

triangle wave input

—

sine wave input

Figure 5.11 :

Solenoid Armature Acceleration As A Function O f Orbit Angle.
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In figure 5.11 the values beyond 150 degrees should be viewed with suspicion as
this region is dominated by the artificial exponential term used to model the
solenoid's physical stop. The peak downward acceleration experienced by the
element, as generated by the return springs, is in the order of 3g at approximately
105°, which is 15° after the excitation wave is at its minimum voltage. Similarly,
the peak upward acceleration as generated by the solenoid is in the order of 7g at
135°, or 165° before the excitation wave is at its maximum voltage.
As described previously these normal accelerations can be processed by integrating
equation 5.4 over an orbit and resolve into x and y components to give net object
acceleration forces per element. In this case the phase constant was 90° so the
zero degree position of orbit and the positive x & y axes are as depicted in figure
5.12.

Figure 5.12:

Schematic Representation Of Object Motion axes.

Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show the x and y components of object acceleration forces
per element, over the period of one orbit, that correspond to the element
displacements and accelerations of figures 5.10 & 5.11. In these figures the net
force per orbit can be easily seen as the difference between the force values at zero
degrees of orbit. From these net forces the resultant object acceleration forces can
be determined.

.

force (N)
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angle (deg)
— Xcomp
- - Y comp

Figure 5.13:

Net Object Driving Forces Per Element As A Function O f Orbit
Angle With Triangle Wave Excitation.

From figure 5.13:

Dx —-5.52E-6N/orbit

Dy = 2.85E-6 N/orbit

hence resultant object acceleration force = 6.21E-6 N/orbit
which at 20 Hz = 1.24E-4 N/s
at an angle of 62.7°

force (N)
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angle (deg)
—
—

Xcomp
Ycomp

Figure 5.14:

Net Object Driving Forces Per Element As A Function O f Orbit
Angle With Sinusoidal Wave Excitation.

From figure 5.14:

Dx = -4.91E-6 N/orbit

Dy = 2.05E-6 N/orbit

hence resultant object acceleration forces = 5.32E-6 N/orbit
which at 20 Hz = 1.06E-4 N/s
at an angle o f 67.3°
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Hence for the given set o f vibration, object and excitation wave parameters the
resultant object acceleration force vector for an array element can be estimated.
The above example showed that the different excitation wave shapes developed
acceleration magnitudes that differed by approximately 20%. Although this
difference is small compared to what can be achieved with different vibration
parameters, it is o f commercial significance and should receive more attention. The
direction o f the resultant vector can adjusted by altering the excitation wave phase
constant. In the above case, the lag between phase constant and resultant was
approximately 65°. However this lag will change dramatically as other vibration
parameters are altered.
Figures 5.15A and B show how the net object acceleration force components
change as a function o f the excitation wave phase constant, while holding other
parameters constant. The summary below indicates that a lag o f approximately 70°
was maintained between the phase constant and the resultant vector for all phase
constant values.

phase constant : 90° Dx = -5.80E-6 N/orbit
mag = 6.16 N/orbit
phase constant : 180° Dx = -2.06E-6 N/orbit
mag = 6.16 N/orbit
phase constant : 270° Dx = 5.80E-6 N/orbit

phase constant : 0°

Dy = 2.06E-6 N/orbit
ang = 70.5° (lag)
Dy = -5.81E-6 N/orbit
ang = 70.4° (lag)
Dy = -2.07E-6 N/orbit

mag = 6.17 N/orbit

ang = 70.4° (lag)

Dx = 2.08E-6 N/orbit

Dy = 7.71E-6 N/orbit

mag = 6.10 N/orbit

ang = 70.0° (lag)

Figures 5.16A and B show how the object acceleration force components change
as a function o f object mass, for a constant phase angle. The summary (following
figures 5.15 & 5.16) indicates that both the resultant magnitude and angle lag
increase with greater object mass.
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Figure 5.15A :

"y" Force Components As A Function Of Phase Constant.

angle (deg)

Figure 5.15B :

x" Force Components As A Function Of Phase Constant.

force (N)
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angle (deg)
---------- X comp(3)
----------X com p(10)
— — X comp(20)

Figure 5.16A :

Net "x" Component Force Components With 3, 10 & 20
Gram Mass Parameters.

CD

o
o

a n g le (deg)
----------- Y com p(3)
----------V com p(10)
— — Y com p(20)

Figure 5.16B :

Net "y" Component Force Components With 3, 10 & 20
Gram Mass Parameters.
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object mass : 3g

object mass : lOg

object mass : 20g

5.3

Dx = -5.80E-6 N/orbit

Dy = 2.06E-6 N/orbit

mag = 6.16 N/orbit

ang = 70.5° (lag)

Dx = -6.96E-6 N/orbit

Dy = -1.27E-6 N/orbit

mag = 7.07 N/orbit

ang = 100.3° (lag)

Dx = -8.60E-6 N/orbit

Dy = -3.83E-6 N/orbit

mag = 9.41 N/orbit

ang = 114.0° (lag)

Conclusions Drawn From Validation & Simulations
The results presented in this chapter were obtained using procedures described in
chapter 4. These procedures provide a process o f predicting the driving forces
imparted to an object placed on the manipulator's drive surface. Using these forces
the object's motion can then be estimated using conventional Newtonian equations
o f motion.
In the work presented in section 5.2 only the case of object motion arising from
constant element excitation phase (homogenous) conditions were considered.
Hence, the forces imparted on the object could be predicted by integrating the
forces over a complete orbit of the manipulator. This type o f motion can produce
object translations in any direction. Heterogeneous phase conditions, as described
in section 4.3, are required if object rotations are desired.
The results o f the validation trials indicate that the model's ability to predict
element armature displacement was sufficient to continue with the chosen
modeling approach. The armature displacement graphs showed that the armature's
displacement, for the test conditions, does not feature a good correlation with the
excitation wave shape. In both cases the armature was at or near the zero air gap
position for most o f the orbit period.
The results shown in figures 5.5 to 5.8 show the wide variation of net forces that
can be achieved by altering the basic vibration parameters. Both excitation wave
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shapes exhibited the basic trends of increasing object accelerating force with
increasing mass, amplitude and frequency. Object accelerating force decreased
with increases in spring rate. It can be seen that the different excitation wave
shapes have a relatively limited effect on the system.
A procedure for quantifying net object accelerating forces by integrating x and y
components over an orbit gave results that were used to calculate the resultant
acceleration magnitude and direction. It was observed that angular lag between the
excitation wave phase constant and the resultant was relatively constant for a
constant set o f vibration parameters. Further, it was observed that increases in
object mass increased both the resultant's magnitude and angular lag. Hence,
steering by a phase constant is possible. However, as the mass loading on a given
element will change as an object progresses across it, vision or other feedback
systems would be required for positioning control.
The trends shown in the figures o f this chapter appear to agree with observations
o f trials conducted with the 36 element array. The direction in which objects
translate across this array can be altered by adjusting the phase constant or object
mass. Translation velocity was strongly influenced by mass, amplitude and
frequency, but wave shape had only a limited effect. Objects could be made to
rotate in both directions on the 36 element array, however the direction of rotation
was not always predictable. It is expected that with the 512 element array
quantitative experimentation can be undertaken.
In conclusion, a method of predicting object motion from the resultant
accelerations by using conventional equations of motion, as discussed in chapter 3,
was developed.
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6.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The primary objective of this thesis was to investigate the dynamics of a planar
array o f many elements. For this purpose two models were developed. The first
was a generic model which considered the motion of an object under the influence
o f a set of planar force vectors. The second model dealt with a specific
manipulator, the 36 element PAM, which used the vibrational orbitor technique to
induce object motion.
This chapter draws together the conclusions from these areas of inquiry and makes
some recommendations for future study.

6.1

Summary of Conclusions
In chapter 2 the emergence of modular and reconfigurable robotics was discussed
along with an introduction to array based manipulators. A review of systems being
developed overseas indicated that they generally were not focusing on a generic
array manipulator technology, but instead were targeting specific applications. In
contrast, the scaleable nature of the vibrational orbitor technology allows the work
presented here to be considered relatively generic in nature.
The generic computer model of chapter 3 investigated how the motion of an object
can be manipulated with a set of planar force vectors. The model used
conventional Newtonian equations o f motion with constant accelerations acting
over specified time increments. In general the model functioned effectively;
however some problems were experienced in predicting when an object would
come to rest. The conclusions drawn from simulation were that an object can be
effectively manipulated by an array of force producing elements. Further, the
model suggested the minimum ratio o f object area to element area for effective
object manipulation was approximately 9:1. With higher ratios, the precision of
manipulation increased beyond 90 percent.
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In chapter 4 the mechanics of the vibrational orbitor technique was introduced. As
this technique relies on vibration, conventional vibratory transport theory was
reviewed and subsequently modified to suit the orbiting case. From this a dynamic
model for the 36 element PAM array manipulator was developed. The
implementation o f this model required several simplifying assumptions. O f these
the most significant was that an element in contact with an object only influences
the object if at that instant it possesses the highest elevation status. Further, as this
model relies on an estimate o f an element's vertical acceleration as a function of
orbit angle, this model also considers the electro-mechanical behavior o f the
element's solenoids.
Chapter 5 discussed the experimental validation and results of simulations
conducted with the models developed in chapter 4. The validation trials
demonstrated that the model o f the solenoid was able to predict both static and
dynamic armature displacements with reasonable accuracy. From the simulation
results, it was concluded that the excitation wave shapes can affect manipulator
performance by 20%; however, altering vibration parameters like mass, spring rate,
excitation frequency and amplitude produced much larger variations in the object
accelerating forces. Further, the general trend was that increasing vibration
amplitude increased these forces, although the object mass results appeared to
contradicted this.
Chapter 5 also demonstrated a procedure for rationalising these forces to produce
a resultant acceleration vector, which in turn could be used to predict object
motion using techniques described in chapter 3. Trials using this procedure
demonstrated how altering the excitation wave phase constant could be used to
steer an object over the array. However, as changes in vibration parameters, object
mass for example, have significant effects on the resultant acceleration vector's
magnitude and direction a feedback system would be required for accurate
positioning.

6.2

Recommendations For Further Work
In this thesis two complementary computer models which together have the
capacity to estimate the accelerating forces acting on an object and then predict the
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objects resultant motion were developed. However, this work is in its infancy, and
hence, further work should proceed in many directions. The following are two
areas o f particular interest.
The first o f these areas is the continued development of the theoretical model for
the vibrational orbitor technique. Particular emphasis should be placed on the
consideration o f the mixed phase or heterogeneous phase regime. At this stage
many simplifying assumptions restrict the ability to model this regime with any
confidence. Further, analysis examining the effects o f natural frequencies on these
object forces should be performed. As mentioned, a good understanding o f object
motion while under the influence o f this regime is vital if controlled object
reorientations are desired.
The second area is the development of a predictive model of object motion that
would be suitable for embedding into an array control system. Such a model would
reduce the amount of feedback required from array sensors during automated
operation. The author believes that work in this area would have significant impact
on the commercialisation of the array manipulator concept.
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a p p e n d ix a

This appendix contains the source code listing for the dynamic aspects of the
generic computer model, as described in chapter 3. This is an extract of the
complete program listing, and will not compile as it is presented. A source code
listing of the entire computer model would be well in excess of 100 pages, and as
most of this is related to developing an interactive graphical environment, it was
not included here. The program was written entirely by the author using
language.
/* if block entered if object is circle type */
if(type == c)
{
/* check if element is inside circle perimeter */
rad = dia/2;
for(j = 1; j < 21; j++)
{
for(i = 1; i < 21; i++)
{
delx = pamElmt[i][j].x - cx;
dely = 1.25*(pamElmt[i][j].y - cy);
reach = sqrt(pow(delx,2) + pow(dely,2));
if(reach < rad)
{
/* if element is active then sum forces and torques */
if(pamElmt[i][j].colstat == 1)
{
nm = nm + 1;
if(pamElmt[i][j] .direct == posX)
{
fpx = fpx + focval;
cwm = cwm +
focval* (cy pamElmt[i][j].y)
/scaley;

C

A - 2

}
if(pamElmt[i][j].direct == negX)
{
fnx = fnx + focval;
ccwm = ccwm +
focval*(cy pamElmt[i][j].y)
/scaley;
}
if(pamElmt[i][j]. direct == posY)
{
fny = fny + focval;
ccwm = ccwm +
focval*(cx pamElmt[i][j].x)
/scalex;
}
if(pamElmt[i][j].direct == negY)
{
fpy = fpy + focval;
cwm = cwm +
focval* (cx pamElmt[i][j].x)
/scalex;
}
}
if(pamElmt[i][j].colstat == 0)
{
/* if element is inactive then sum drag */
nd = nd + 1;
}
}
}
)
/* calc inertia, net torque & rotational drag */
dummy 1 = dia/scalex;
inertia = masval*pow(dummyl,2)/8;
/* units are g *mm*mm */
torque = ccwm - cwm;
/* units are mN*mm */
dragr = (nd/(nm + nd))*6.5433*ffval*0.5*dummyl*masval/scalex;
/* units are mN*mm */

A - 3

/* logic for applying drag */
if(omega < 0.0)
{
torque = torque + dragr;
}
if(omega == 0.0)
{
if(fabs(torque) <= fabs(dragr))
{
torque = 0.0;
}
if(fabs(torque) > fabs(dragr))
{
if(torque < 0.0)
{
torque = torque + dragr;
}
if(torque > 0.0)
{
torque = torque - dragr;
}
}
}
if(omega > 0.0)
{
torque = torque - dragr;
}
/* after applying drag calc accel, vel & dsiplacement */
alpha = 1000* torque/inertia;
/* units are rad/sec* sec */
deltheta = omega*tim + 0.5*alpha*pow(tim,2);
omega = deltheta/tim;
acctheta = acctheta + deltheta;
theta = acctheta;
/* calc net forces & translational drag */
focx = fpx - fnx;
focy = fny - fpy;
dragt = (nd/(nm + nd))*frval*masval*9.81;
dragx = 0.7*dragt;

dragy = 0.7*dragt;
/* logic for applying drag in x */
if(velx < 0.0)
{
focx = focx + dragx;
}
if(velx == 0.0)
{
if(fabs(focx) <= fabs(dragx))
{
focx = 0.0;
}
if(fabs(focx) > fabs(dragx))
{
if (focx < 0.0)
{
focx = focx + dragx;
}
if(focx > 0.0)
t
focx = focx - dragx;
}
}
)
if(velx > 0.0)
{
focx = focx - dragx;
}
/* after applying drag calc accel, vel & dsiplacement in x */
acelx = focx/masval;
sx = velx*tim + 0.5*acelx*pow(tim,2);
velx = sx/tim;
/* logic for applying drag in y */
if(vely < 0.0)
{
focy = focy + dragy;
}
if(vely = 0.0)

{
if(fabs(focy) <= fabs(dragy))
{
focy = 0.0;
)
if(fabs(focy) > fabs(dragy))
{
if(focy < 0.0)
{
focy = focy + dragy;
}
if(focy > 0.0)
{
focy = focy - dragy;
}
}
}
if(vely > 0.0)
{
focy = focy - dragy;
}
/* after applying drag calc accel, vel & dsiplacement in x */
acely = focy/masval;
sy = vely*tim + 0.5*acely*pow(tim,2);
vely = sy/tim;
}
/* if block entered if object is prism type */

if(type == p)
{
/* check if element is inside prism perimeter */
for(k = 0; k < 4; k++)
{
prisx[k] =prism[k].x;
prisy[k] = prism[k].y;
}
k = 0;
for(k = 0; k < 4; k++)
{

if(k < 3)
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if(prisx[k + 1] >= prisx[k])
{
xmax[k] = prisx[k + 1];
xmin[k] = prisx[k];
i
if(prisx[k + 1] < prisxfk])
{
xmin[k] = prisx[k +1];
xmax[k] = prisxfk];
}
if(prisy[k + 1] >= prisyfk])
{
ymaxfk] = prisyfk + 1];
yminfk] = prisyfk];
}
if(prisy[k + 1] < prisyfk])
{
yminfk] = prisyfk +1];
ymaxfk] = prisyfk];
}
difx = fabs(prisx[k + 1] - prisxfk]);
if(difx == 0)
{
slopefk] = -1E+35;
}
dify = fabs(prisy[k + 1] - prisyfk]);
if(dify = 0)
{
slopefk] = 0.0;
}
if(difx != 0)
{
slopefk] = (prisyfk + 1] - prisyfk])/(pnsx[k +
1] - prisxfk]);
}
isectfk] = prisyfk] - slopefk] *prisxfk];
.

}
if(k = 3)
{
if(prisx[0] >= prisxfk])
{
xmaxfk] = prisxfO];
xminfk] = prisxfk];
}

if(prisx[0] < prisx[k])
{
xmin[k] = prisx[0];
xmax[k] = prisx[k];
}
if(prisy[0] >= prisy[k])
{
ymax[k] = prisyfO];
ymin[k] = prisy[k];
}
if(prisy[0] < prisy[k])
{
ymin[k] = prisy[0];
ymax[k] = prisy[k];
}
difx = fabs(prisx[0] - prisx[k]);
if(difx == 0)
{
slope[k] = 1E+35;
}
dify = fabs(prisy[0] - prisy[k]);
if(dify = 0)
{
slope[k] = 0.0;
}
if (difx != 0)
{
slope[k] = (prisy[0] - prisy[k])/(prisx[0]
prisx[k]);
}
isect[k] =prisy[k] - slope[k]*prisx[k];
}
ymax[k] = ymax[k] + 0.001;
ymin[k] = ymin[k] - 0.001;
xmax[k] = xmax[k] + 0.001;
xmin[k] = xmin[k] - 0.001;
}
for(j = 1; j < 21; j++)
{
for(i = 1; i < 21; i++)
{
k = 0;
hits = 0;
acci = pamElmt[i][j].y;
acc2 = pamElmt[i](j].x;
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tslope = accl/acc2;
tmag = sqrt(pow(pamElmt[i][j].x,2) +
pow(pamElmt[i][j].y,2));
for(k = 0; k < 4; k++)
{
hitx = isect[k]/(tslope - slope[k]);
hity = tslope*hitx;
mag = sqrt(pow(hitx,2) + pow(hity,2));
if(hitx <= xmax[k])
{
if (hity <= ymax[k])
{
if (hitx >= xmin[k])
i
if(hity >= ymin[k])
{
if(mag <= tmag)
{
hits = hits + 1;
)
)
}
}
)
}
if(hits == 1)
{
/* if element is inside prism perimeter then calc as in circle case, but with different
inertia etc...*/
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APPENDIX B
This appendix contains the source code elements which made up the dynamic
model o f the vibrational orbitor type PAM machine. These elements are complied
and executed at runtime by the SIMNON simulation program. The SIMNON
simulation program is marketed by SSPA Systems, Box 24001, S-400 22
Goteborg, Sweden.
Also contained in this appendix is a program written by the author titled
FILTER.BAS. This program was used as a first pass filter for the data produced by
the computer simulation models.

MACRO modell
H

"Sets up trianglewave simulation with angle reference.
«<
SYST triwave current force encode con6
STORE u[current] ¡[current] x[force] v[force] dv[force] ang[encode]
INIT i:0
INIT x:0.0006
INIT v:0
PAR ka:1100
PAR Kb: 1100
ERROR l.e-7
SIM U0 0.2/mldat 0.001
EXPORT m ldat<m ldat 150 0.05
ASHOW x(ang)
TEXT 'position as function of angle'
END

MACRO model2
"Sets up sinwave simulation with angle reference.
fl

SYST sinwave current force encode con7
STORE u[current] ¡[current] x[force] v[force] dv[force] ang[encode]
INIT i:0
INIT x:0.0006
INIT v:0
ERROR l.e-7
SIMU 0 0.2/m2dat 0.001
EXPORT m2dat<m2dat 150 0.05
ASHOW x(ang)
TEXT 'position as function of angle'
END

MACRO model3
II

"Sets up triwave simulation which gives net forces on object.
it
SYST triwave current force encode object con8
STORE tang[object] nfx[object] nfy[object]
INIT i:0
INIT x:0.0006
INIT v:0
ERROR l.e-7
PAR ka:1050
PAR kb: 1050
LET type=m3a6
FOR i=l to 6
LET duml=0.02*i
LET dum2=-0.015+duml
PAR mass:dum2
SIMU 0 0.2/m3dat 0.001
LET dum3=type+i
EXPORT dum3<m3dat 150 0.05
next i
END

MACRO modeI4
"Sets up sinewave simulation which gives net forces on object.
If

SYST sinwave current force encode object con9
STORE tang[object] nfx[object] nfy[object]
INIT i:0
INIT x:0.0006
INIT v:0
PAR ka:1050
PAR kb: 1050
ERROR l.e-7
LET type=m4a6
FOR i=l to 6
LET duml=0.02*i
LET dum2=-0.015+duml
PAR mass:dum2
SIMU 0 0.2/m4dat 0.001
LET dum3=type+i
EXPORT dum3<m4dat 150 0.05
next i
END

M ACRO model5
If

"Sets up triwave simulation which gives net forces on object.
If
SYST triwave current force encode object con 10
STORE ang[object] nfx[object] nfy[object]
INIT i:0
INIT x:0.0006
INIT v:0
ERROR l.e-7
SIMU 0 0.2/m5dat 0.001
EXPORT m5dat<m5dat 100 0.05
END
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MACRO modeló
H

’’Sets up sinwave simulation which gives net forces on object.
«i
SYST sinwave current force encode object coni 1
STORE angfobject] nfx[object] nfy[object]
INIT i:0
INIT x:0.0006
INIT v:0
ERROR l.e-7
SIMU 0 0.2/m6dat 0.001
EXPORT m6dat<m6dat 100 0.05
END

CONTINUOUS SYSTEM sinwave
II
"Defines a sinusoidal input voltage signal.
II

"Variable hz is frequency of input wave.
II
"Parameter amp adjusts amplitude, default = 15v.
"Parameter freq adjusts frequency, default = 20Hz.
"Parameter oset adjusts offset, default = 15v.
II

OUTPUT u hz
T IM E t
hz=freq
s=6.2831853 *hz*t-l.571
v=amp*sin(s)+oset
u=v
amp: 15
freq: 20
oset: 15
END

CONTINUOUS SYSTEM triwave
"Defines a triangle wave input voltage signal.
it
"Parameter amp adjusts amplitude, default = 15v.
"Parameter freq adjusts frequency, default = 20Hz.
"Parameter oset adjusts offset, default = Ov.
tl
"Variable 1 is half period.
"Variable hz is frequency o f input wave.
"Constant 0.8536 counters addition of d2, d3, d4 & d5.
it
OUTPUT u hz
T IM E t
hz=freq
pi=3.142
l=l/(2*hz)
dl=0.8536*amp
d2=cos(pi*t/l)
d3=cos(pi*3*t/l)/9
d4=cos(pi*5*t/l)/25
d5=cos(pi*7*t/l)/49
v=amp-dl *(d2+d3+d4+d5)+oset
u=v
amp: 15
freq: 20
oset:0
END

CONTINUOUS SYSTEM current
"Model o f solenoid current. Run with file conn.t.
If

"Variable i is current.
"Variable di is rate o f change in current.
II
"Parameter res adjusts winding resistance, default = 58ohm.
it
INPUT u za zb
OUTPUT j
STATE i
D ER di
a=45662.1*za+84.42
di=(u-res*i-1622400.702* i*zb/(a*a))/(3 5.531/a)
M
res: 5 8
END

CONTINUOUS SYSTEM force
"Model o f solenoid dynamics. Run with file conn.t.
"Variable x is position.
"Variable v is velocity.
"Variable dv is acceleration.
"Variable fnet is net force.
(I
"Parameter mass adjusts moving mass, mass o f solenoid slug
"and solenoid's share of object mass, default = 0.003kg.
"Parameter ka adjusts upper spring const, default = 800N/m.
"Parameter kb adjusts lower spring const, default = 800N/m.
"Parameter kc adjusts stop gain, default = 28000nlog(N/m).
"Parameter kd adjusts stop offset, default = 0.0001m.
"Parameter damp adjusts damping const, default = 0.75N/s.
"Parameter bal adjusts spring balance position, default = 0.0006m.
II
INPUT j
OUTPUT za zb zc
STATE x v
DER dx dv
b=45662.1*x+84.42
stop=exp(-kc*(x-kd))
fhet=(ka+kb)*(bal-x)-811200.91 *j*j/(b*b)+9.81 *mass-damp *v+stop
dx=v
dv=fnet/mass
za=x
zb=v
zc=dv
mass:0.003
ka:800
kb: 800
damp:0.75
bal:0.0006
kc:28000
kd:0.0001
END

CONTINUOUS SYSTEM encode
"Defines a software encoder which measures force vs orbit angle.
H
"Variable hz is frequency o f orbit.
"Variable per is period o f orbit.
"Variable phs is phase (steering) angle in terms of
"portion o f orbit period.
"Variable tang is an angle tangent to phs.
"Parameter phase adjusts phase angle, default = 90 degrees.
II
INPUT hz
OUTPUT ang tang
T IM E t
phaze=l *phase
per=l/hz
phs=(phase)*per/360
tng=per/4
ang=360*mod((t+phs),per)/per
tang=360*mod((t+phs+tng),per)/per
phase:90
END

CONTINUOUS SYSTEM object
If

"Model o f object dynamics. Run with file conn.t.
If

"Variable zc is magnitude of force imparted to object
"in vertical.
"Variable fd is total driving force imparted to object
"in horizontal.
"Variable fx is x component o f driving force imparted to
"object in horizontal.
"Variable fy is y component of driving force imparted to
"object in horizontal.
"Variable nfx is net x component of driving force imparted
"to object per orbit.
"Variable nfy is net y component of driving force imparted
"to object per orbit.
"Variable acp is the centripetal acceleration.
ii
"Parameter mue adjusts coefficient of friction, default = 0.1.
"Parameter r adjusts the radius o f orbit, default = 0.001.
ii

INPUT zc hz ang tang
"OUTPUT
STATE nfx nfy
DER fx fy
fd=mue*(9.81-zc)
dumO=IF fd<0.0 THEN 0.0 ELSE fd
acp=r*SQR(6.28*hz)
dum 1=(acp-dum0)/acp
dum2=IF dumKO.O THEN 0.0 ELSE duml
fx=r*(dum2)*cos(3.142*tang/l 80)
fy=r*(dum2)*sin(3.142*tang/180)
mue:0.1
r:0.001
END

CONNECTING SYSTEM con6
II
"Connection system for: triwave, current, force & encode
II
"Triwave is the file triwave.t.
"Current is the file current.t.
"Force is the file force.t.
"Encode is the file encode.t.
II
u[current]=u[triwave]
za[current]=za[force]
zb [current]=zb [force]
j [force] =j [current]
hz[encode]=hz[triwave]
END

CONNECTING SYSTEM con7
H

"Connection system for: sinwave, current, force & encode
H
"Sinwave is the file sinwave.t.
"Current is the file current.t.
"Force is the file force.t.
"Encode is the file encode.t.
If

u[current]=u[sinwave]
za[current]=za[force]
zb[current]=zb[force]
j [force]=j [current]
hz[encode]=hz[sinwave]
END
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CONNECTING SYSTEM con8
II

"Connection system for: triwave, current, force, encode & object.
II
"Triwave is the file triwave.t.
"Current is the file current.t.
"Force is the file force.t.
"encode is the file encode.t.
"Object is the file object.t.
M
u [current]=u [triwave]
za[current]=za[force]
zb [current]=zb [force]
j [force]=j [current]
hz[encode]=hz[triwave]
hz[object]=hz[triwave]
tang[object]=tang[encode]
zc[object]=zc[force]

END

CONNECTING SYSTEM con9
II

"Connection system for: sinwave, current, force, encode & object.
m

"Sinwave is the file sinwave.t.
"Current is the file current.t.
"Force is the file force.t.
"Sinenc is the file encode.t.
"Object is the file object.t.
n
u[current]=u[sinwave]
za[current]=za[force]
zb[current]=zb[force]
j [force]=j [current]
hz[encode]=hz[sinwave]
hz[object]=hz[sinwave]
tang[object]=tang[encode]
zc[object]=zc[force]

END
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CONNECTING SYSTEM conlO
If

"Connection system for: triwave, current, force, encode & object2.
ti

"triwave is the file triwave.t.
"Current is the file current.t.
"Force is the file force.t.
"Encode is the file encode.t.
"Object is the file object.t.
II

u[current]=u[triwave]
za[current]=za[force]
zb[current]=zb[force]
j [force]=j [current]
hz[encode]=hz[triwave]
hz[obj ect]=hz[triwave]
ang[object]=ang[encode]
tang[object]=tang[encode]
zc[obj ect]=zc[force]
END

CONNECTING SYSTEM conll
ll

"Connection system for: sinwave, current, force, encode & object2.
"Sinwave is the file sinwave.t.
"Current is the file current.t.
"Force is the file force.t.
"Encode is the file encode.t.
"Object is the file object.t.
H
u[current]=u[sinwave]
za[current]=za[force]
zb [current]=zb [force]
j [force]=j [current]
hz[encode]=hz[sinwave]
hz[obj ect]=hz[sinwave]
ang[object]=ang[encode]
tang[object]=tang[encode]
zc[object]=zc[force]
END
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**
•*
*
»*
SIMNON DATA FILE FILTER TOOL V 1.0
*
•*
*
•*
Nick Laszlo
May 1992
*
•*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
***
•*
jli j t
«If «If «^ si/ s^ »U ^
/l ' *P T ‘T* T T V <T* T T* T

^ s^ sU sU ^ ^ ^ sL ^
sL ^ s^ ^ ^ ^ sb si/ ^ ^ sb ^ sb s t ^ sL ^ ^ ^
T T ^ T T T T T T T T T *r T * T T T T T * T T T T T T T *

^
^

^

^ J/ ^ J , ^ J , J/ «t. J ,
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ /|s /|s /|s /|s

'space made for arrays
l
DIM tang!(200), nfx!(200), nfy!(200), targx!(5), targy!(5)
f

200
CLS
PRINT ""
PRINT "SIMNON DATA FILE FILTER TOOL V 1.0"
PRINT ""
PRINT "Nick Laszlo
May 1992 "
PRINT ""
PRINT ""
PRINT ""
INPUT "Enter the SIMNON data file series (1st 5 chars) > ", inamS
PRINT ""
INPUT "Enter the number of data files > ", n
PRINT ""
INPUT "Enter the name o f output file > ", onameS
oname$ = onameS + ".t"
PRINT ""
PRINT ""
I
'first loop is entered to open data files and write to result files in order
l
FOR i = 1 TO n
i
'data file is opened
1
numS = STR$(i)
inameS = inamS + LTRIM$(RTRIM$(num$))
iname$ = iname$ + ".t"
PRINT ""
PRINT USING "Opening file : \
\"; iname$
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PRINT ""
OPEN "i", #1, inameS
I
'second loop is entered and data is read
I
j= l
k= 1
1=1
t

300

field 1$ =
field2$ =
field3$ =
field4$ =
I

CHR$(0)
CHR$(0)
CHR$(0)
CHR$(0)

400
'curS = INPUTS(1, #1)
'IF curS = CHRS(10) THEN GOTO 420
'GOTO 400
420
cur$ = INPUT$(1, #1)
IF cur$ = CHR$(13) THEN GOTO 1000
IF cur$ = CHR$(32) THEN GOTO 440
field IS = field 1$ + curS
GOTO 420
i
440
•
curS = INPUT$(1, #1)
IF curS = CHR$(32) THEN GOTO 440
field2$ = curS
«
460
I
curS = INPUT$(1, #1)
IF curS = CHR$(32) THEN GOTO 480
field2$ = field2$ + curS
GOTO 460
480
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cur$ = INPUT$(1, #1)
IF cur$ - CHR$(32) THEN GOTO 480
field3$ = curS
500
«

curS = INPUT$(1, #1)
IF cur$ = CHR$(32) THEN GOTO 510
field3$ = field3S + curS
GOTO 500
i

510
I

curS = INPUT$(1, #1)
IF curS = CHR$(32) THEN GOTO 510
field4$ = curS
I

520
I

curS = INPUTSO, #1)
IF curS = CHR$(13) THEN GOTO 530
field4$ = field4$ + curS
GOTO 520
I

530
I

'target strings are captured and converted into numeric values
i

tangIO) = VAL(field2$)
nfid(j) = VAL(field3$)
nfÿ!(j) = VAL(field4$)
I

IF tang!(j) < tang!(j - 1) THEN
targx!(k) = nfx!(j)
targy!(k) = niy!(j)
k=k+ 1
END IF
I

j= j + i
I

GOTO 300

1000
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'target values are processed
I

netx! = ((targx!(2) - targx!(l)) + (targx!(3) - targx!(2))) / 2
nety! = ((targy!(2) - targy!(l)) + (targy!(3) - targy!(2))) / 2
net! = SQR(netx! A 2 + nety! A 2)

'data files are closed in order
PRINT ""
PRINT USING "Closing file : \
PRINT ""
CLOSE #1

\"; inameS

'result file is opened in apend mode
PRINT ""
PRINT USING "Writing result to : \
PRINT ""
OPEN "a", #2, onameS

\"; onameS

'writing results to result file
PRINT #2, USING "##.####AAAA ##.####AAAA ##.####AAAA"; netx!; nety!; net!
'result file is closed
CLOSE #2

NEXT i
'program is terminated
PRINT "Filtering o f Simnon data file series completed."
BEEP
I
END
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A PPE N D IX C
This appendix contains the details and specifications of equipment used for
recording the data used in the validation trials of the computer model.
The first item to appear in this appendix is a circuit diagram of the amplifier used
to boost the LVDT signal to a range that was suitable for the data acquisition card.
This circuit was designed by Mr P. Ciufo.
The second item is the computer program used to read and store the digital values
recorded by the card. This program, which was supplied with the acquisition card,
was written in C language and was modified by the author.
The final item is the details and specifications relating to the data acquisition card
as supplied by Boston Technology.

150 K

100 K

tocard

Figure C -l :

Circuit diagram for amplifier used in data acquisition.
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DATA ACQUISITION PROGRAM AS MODIFIED BY THE AUTHOR

********j|e%********^************He****He**********H«****He********Hes|t*%sjeHe
* Copyright (C) 1988, 1989

A.D. McGuffog.

*

*

*
*
*
*
*

*

The information in this document is subject to change without notice
and should not be construed as a commitment.
No responsibility is assumed for any errors that may appear in
this document or for the use or reliability of any portion of this
document or the described software.

*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
îR

General permission to copy or modify, but not for profit, is hereby
granted, provided that this entire copyright notice (the first 62
lines of this file) is included in unmodified form and information on
the nature of any changes is included in the space below.

*

*
*
*
*
*
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MODULE FUNCTION :
Demonstrates the use of the PC-30 driver from C, and also the
use of the DMA.
«L tL <t> «L «L %L .L 4L 4L 4L 4L 4L 4!4 .L .L 4
<. 4L 4
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Written : A.D.McGuffog

March 1988.

********************************************************************
Languge : Microsoft C V4.0./Turbo C Vl.O
********************************************************************
Other Software Required : Must be linked with C30M_X.lib
********************************************************************
Hardware required : IBM PC/XT/AT or compatible with 256K of memory,
and a PC-30.
********************************************************************
Restrictions : None.

He*******************************************************************
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Module description :
The PC-30 driver is called to obtain diagnostics information.
If the PC-30 is present, then the for the next 1/2 second,
channel 0 is logged at 10 Khz. The data is stored to a user
selected file.
********************************************************************

********************************************************************

Modifications:
August 1990 : PC-30PG support.

April 1992 : Modified to perform functions
described in "New Description”
by Nick Laszlo of the Dept of
Electrical & Computer Engineering
at the University of Wollongong.

New Module Description:
The PC-30 driver is called to obtain diagnostics information.
If the PC-30 is present, then the for the next 2 seconds,
channel 0 is logged at 1 Khz. The data is stored to a user
selected file.
********************************************************************
*********************************************************************/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <conio.h>
#include "pc30.h"
#define badd
0x700
#define data_30
int
d_a[5000];
float
vlt[5000];
void main(void)
{
FILE *fpoa,*fpob;
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char infa[20];
char infb[20];
register int i,j;
float
m;

base_30 = badd;
j = version();
i = j/256;
m = (float) j - i*256;
m = i + m /100.0;
printf("\nPC-30 Driver Version % 5 .2 f, m);
printf("\n\n\n Enter name of output file (type: dat,dat,dat):");
scanf(”%s”, infa);
printf("\n\n\n Enter name of output file (type: dat dat d a t):");
scanf(”%s”, infb);

if (diagO) printf("\n PC-30 fault.”);
else if (type_30 < found_39)
printf(’\n PC-39, PC-30B, PC-30C, PC-30D or PC-30 PG required.”);
else {

initO;
dma_init();
ad_prescaler(4);
ad_clock(500);
for (i = 0; i < 16; i++) set_gain(i, 0);
printf(”\nHit any key to abort waveform aquisition. ”);
if (type_30 > found_30bc) sd_chan(0, 2000, 5, &d_a[0]);
else sd_chan(0, 2000,1, &d_a[0]);
while (((i = dma_chk()) == n_comp_30) && !kbhit());
if (dma_close() != ok_30) printf(”\nDMA ERROR\n\n”);
if (kbhit()) getch();
fpoa = fopen(infa, ”w”);
for (i = 0; i < 2000; i++)
{
vlt[i]=0.004884*d_a[i]-10.0;
fprintf(fpoa, ”%f,%d,%f\n”,i*0.001,d_a[i] ,vlt[i]);
}
fclose(fpoa);

fpob = fopen(infb, "w");
for (i = 0; i < 2000; i++)
{
vlt[i]=0.004884*d_a[i]-10.0;
fprintf(fpob, "%f\t%d\l%f\n",i*0.001 ,d_a[i],vlt[i]);
}
fclose(fpob);
};
exit(0);

}
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A N A LO G TO D IG ITA L A N D D /A FOR
P C /X T /A T /3 8 6 & P S /2 M O D E L S 25 & 30

C o m p le te h a rd w a re /s o ftw a re
packag e solutions fo r test,
m e as u re m en t, control and signal
analysis. T h e s e new , up to
200 K H z -th ro u g h p u t p re m iu m
p e rfo rm a n ce an alo g, digital and I/O
m ultifunction b o a rd s a re supplied
co m p lete with th e m ost
c o m p reh en sive so ftw are pa ck a g es
and s u p p o rt d o c u m en tatio n in the
industry. S o ftw a re includes
co m p lete d river p a c k a g e interfacing
to high level lan g u ag es (M icro so ft C,
Pascal, A s s em b le r, Turbo C and
Turbo Pascal versions 4 and 5), with
source co d e, th e S ta tu s -3 0 data
acquisition p a c k a g e and lots m ore.

YOU WILL ENJOY USING OUR SOFTWARE
HIGH SPEED MULTIFUNCTION
ANALOG AND DIGITAL
I/O BOARDS

O ur serious c o m m itm en t to supplying the industry with the
best, m ost user-friendly softw are m eans that our h ard w are
and softw are packag es are ideal for both experien ced and
first-tim e users. O ur p rogram s m ake extensive use of pull
down m enus for sim plicity and speed, and our d o c u m en ta 
tion is s ec o n d -to -n o n e for inform ation and readability.

Features:
* 200 K Hz 12 bit 16 channel analog
to digital
* 4 channel d ig ita l/a n a lo g : 2 each
12 and 8 bit
* G ap free dual chann el D M A
* Block scan m o d e
* S u pplied with S ta tu s -3 0 - the
industry’s m ost c o m p reh e n s ive
array of d a ta acquisition softw are
* Driver so ftw are with source c o d e
for C, Pascal and o th e r high level
lan guages
* FFT and C h irp -Z tran sfo rm
o peratio ns
* 24 digital I/O lines
* A u to m atic scanning of inputs with
chann el list h a rd w a re featu re
* U s e r-c o n fig u ra b le tim e r/c o u n te r

S u p p o rt software:
* C o m p le te driver packages for high level languages
* Full source code in C for the driver system
* Supports single or m ulti-channel data acquisition
* H ard w are controlled sam pling for greater accuracy

S tatus-30
* U ser-friendly data acquisition program
* Pull-dow n m enus, context-sensitive help
* S upports analog, digital & I/O operations
* FFTs& C h irp -z transform s now faster with 8 0 8 7 /2 8 7 /3 8 7
support
* C o m p a tib le with Lotus 1 -2 -3 , Q uatro, M athcad, etc.
* Hard copy to HP and H P -G L co m patib le printers.

SIGNAL/SENSOR/ TRANSDUCER INTERFACING:
MEASUREMENT, TEST AND CONTROL APPLICATIONS.
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The PC-30B and PC-30C are high performance
multifunction analog and digital input/output
boards for the IBM PC, PC/XT, PC/AT, PS/2 model
25 and PS/2 model 30 computers. Each board
contains a 1 2-bit A/D converter with 16 inputs, two
1 2-bit D/A converters, two 8-bit D/A converters, 24
lines of digital input and output, and a user
configurable counter/timer. The PC-30B features a
30 KHz analog data acquisition rate, and the
PC-30C a 100 KHz analog data acquisition rate in
either PC, PC/XT or PC/AT compatible computers.
The PC-30D features 200KHz analog data
acquisition in a PC/AT compatible computer. All
boards also feature advanced triggering and
clocking modes, and are fully compatible with
older PC-26/PC-30 series boards, but have
enhanced status and error detection capabilities.

Analog Input
The PC-30B, PC-30C and PC-30D each provide 16
single ended analog inputs, with jumper selectable
ranges, and high impedance inputs. Data can be
transferred from the board by programmed I/O,
interrupt driven I/O or DMA (Direct Memory
Access). Conversion rate can be set either by an
internal clock divider, driven from a crystal
controlled oscillator, or from an external clock
input. The internal clock can be programmed in the
range of 200 KHz to 0.001 Hz.

Channel List
The PC-30B. C and D all feature a channel list in
hardware, which allows the automatic scanning of
analog input channels. The channel list is used to
specify the sequence in which input channels
should be sampled, and can contain up to 31
entries. After each conversion completes, the next
channel is selected. Once the channel list reaches
the last channel, it loops back to the start of the list
again. This technique allows complete flexibility in
sampling, as channels can be sampled in any
sequence, and the sequence can be of any length
(up to 31). This feature not only simplifies software,
but allows all boards in the series to maintain full
throughput regardless of the number of channels
sampled. It is thus possible to sample channels 3
and 7 at 100 KHz each, or channels 1,2 , 8 and 11
at 50 KHz each.

Block Scan
All three boards also feature an advanced mode of
operation called block scan. In this mode of
operation, on each clock pulse a preset number
(or block) of channels (up to 256) is scanned. In
combination with the channel list, this means that
any group of channels, in any sequence, can be
scanned near simultaneously affixed intervals. For
example, using a PC-30D, all 16 channels could be
sampled within 80 pS once every 10 seconds, all
under hardware control. In combination with the
PC-30D’s DMA capabilities, data for over 22 hours
of operation could be acquired with no program
intervention at all, other than to set up the PC-30D
and DMA channels initially.

PC-30D
The PC-30D has two enhancement which are
specific to it. These are dual channel DMA, and
data buffering.
Dual channel DMA is used to allow the acquisition
of very large amounts of data at full throughput
without gaps. The PC-30B and PC-30C are limited
by the PC hardware to a maximum of 32768
samples at full throughput. Using the PC/AT bus,
the PC-30D’s dual channel DMA feature can
acquire as much data as there is physical memory
in the host computer, all at maximum throughput.
The PC-30D also features a 16 sample data buffer.
This not only guarantees error-free operation at full
200 KHz throughput, but also eases programming
on advanced operating systems such as OS/2.

Analog Output
All three boards have two 12-bit D/A converters
and two 8-bit D/A converters. These can be
configured for either unipolar or bipolar
operations, and a variety of output ranges. The D/A
outputs can be used for process control,
instrumentation, to generate test waveforms for
other circuits, or to drive analog meters for display
purposes.

Digital I/O
The PC-30 series of boards has uniquely flexibly
digital I/O capabilities, consisting of 24 lines in
three ports. Each port can be used either for input
or output, and is TTL compatible. Lines from port
C can also be used as hardware handshake lines
for ports A and B. Both simple strobed input and
output operations as well as advanced
bidirectional protocols are available to suit almost
any digital interface.
The PC-30B, PC-30C and PC-30D also include an
uncommitted 16-bit timer/counter which can be
used to generate frequency or pulses, as well as
to count events or measure frequency or pulse
period.

Software
A new software package has been developed for
use not only by the PC-30B, C and D, but also by
the older boards in this series, the PC-26, PC-30
and PC-39. Consisting of two sections, the new
package is known as the PC-30 Software Support
Pack, and it is bundled with all the cards in the
PC-30series.
Section one includes a complete driver package
which interfaces to Microsoft C, Pascal,
Assembler, and Turbo C, as well as Turbo Pascal
versions 4 and 5. Full source code, in C, for the
entire driver system is supplied free. This gives
programmers a chance to study and modify the
code as much as they like.
The package contains subroutines to configure the
card, perform digital I/O, output data to the D/A
interfaces, set the system timers, and much more.
Analog/digital routines support either single or
multichannel data acquisition, by interrupts or

polled I/O. The 80KHz DMA facility on the PC-39 is
fully supported. This software considerably speeds
up the analog sampling rates of the older boards typical non-DMA speeds of up to 20KHz either
single or multichannel, can be expected.
Support Software has eliminated software
sampling, with its inherent timing jitter, which leads
to frequency measurement errors. All sampling is
hardware controlled, which means that it is
accurate to the limits of the host PC’s clock.
These hardware controlled sampling techniques
are also used in the second section of the support
software, Status-30 V2.00. Originally written only
for PC-30B, C and D, Status-30’s V2.00 now
provides support for all PC-26s, PC-30s and
PC-39s, right back to the first production model.
Status-30 requires no programming skills on the
part of the user. It’s an advanced data acquisition
program, which features a graphical interface,
pull-down menus and context-sensitive help. With
Status-30, you can acquire data at maximum
board throughput, but, since sampling speed is
selected from a display menu, you can also choose
low-speed sampling.
Status-30 offers a host of features. The PC-30
family cards can be software-configured from the
setup menu - it’s necessary to set their various
hardware jumpers before the cards are plugged
into the PC - and you can perform D/A and digital
I/O operations from the program. File menu
functions include saving and loading data and
setups to and from disc, outputting text files, and
plotting graphed data. Status-30 will output hard
copy to HP and HP-GL compatible printers.
V2.00 offers more flexible ASCII data file outputs.
A new combination of integer or float formats,
space or comma delimiters, and selectable
headers, set up on the Options menu, allows data
files to be read by more spreadsheet and graphing
programs. The new version of Status-30 is
compatible with Lotus 1 -2-3, Quatro, Mathcad and
other popular programs.
The other menus are analog, digital, analyze and
setup menus. Analog sets the sample frequency,
the number of samples, and the number of
channels to sample: the X and Y scale factors, and
which of the sampled channels to display. It also
has a voltmeter function, giving a continuous
numerical update of the voltage on each of the
selected channels, which can be frozen as
required. The analog menu will output an analog
voltage between 0 and 10V, or 1 0V, depending on
the setup, to any of the four analog output
channels.
The digital menu will get or output a byte (in binary)
from or to any of the three digital ports.
Setup menu will only normally be run when the
card is initialized, but could be changed at any
time. Card type and A/D input voltage are selected.
This is where support for the PC-30B, C and D’s
block mode is selected: use normal mode for the
other cards, or when you are not using block
mode. Choose the card base address (default
700H), and enter the system clock speed. Setup
also gives you the ability to select the D/A output
voltages - zero to 1 0V or 10V.

Analyze is the menu which allov\
"
aChirp-Ztransformoran FFT. FF
parameters set so far: so does Chirp-Z, but it also
prompts you for a start and finish frequency. These
operations are faster in V2.00 than previously, as it
now offers 8087, 287 and 387 support. There are
four selectable window types: rectangular,
Hanning, Hamming and Blackman-Harris. Plots
can be linear or logarithmic (dB).
Whatever type of display you favour, Status-30 will
support you. CGA, Hercules, EGA and VGA are
compatible.
The PC-30 Software Support Pack is completed by
a new and improved manual which guides you
through the hardware and the software.
Some typical speeds which you can expect with
Status-30 and your PC-30 family board follow.
PC-26/PC-30: 20KHz single or multichannel
(dependent on PC speed)
PC-39: 80KHz single channel (independent of PC
speed) & 20KHz multichannel (dependent on PC
speed)
P C-30 B : 30KHz single or multichannel
(independent of PC speed)
PC-30C:100KHzsingleormultichannel(PCspeed
independent)
PC-30D:200KHzsingleor multichannel (PC speed
independent)

Hypersignal
HyperSignal is an optional extra with the PC-30
Software Support Pack (order PC-30 Hyper Pack),
and Status-30 provides a direct interface from the
PC-30 family to HyperSignal. Its functions include
convolution, autocorrelation, filtering, FFTs, 3-D
spectrograms, 2-D spectrographic analysis,
colour spectrograms and power spectral
estimation.

Specifications
Analog Input___________
Number of Input
Channels

16 single-ended

Resolution

12-bit, 1 in 4096

Total System Accuracy +- 1 LSB
Differential Nonlinearity +- 3/4 LSB max.
Input Ranges

-5 to +5V, 0 to +10V,
-10 to +10V (PC-30B/C)
-5 to +5V, 0 to +10V
(PC-30D)

Input Bias Current

+- 25 nA max

Input Bias Current
Drift

+- 100 pA/"C.

Gain Drift

+- 30 ppm/°C.

Offset Drift

+- 10 ppm/°C.

Input Impedance

Offset Voltage
Data acquisition rate

10M '20 pF Off Chan typ.
10M/100pFOnChan
typ.

Timer/Counter
Resolution

16 bit

+- 5 LSB, adjustable to
zero.

Compatibility

TTL

30KHz(PC-30B)
100KHz(PC-30C)
200 KHz (PC-30D)

Digital I/O
Number of Lines
Compatibility

24 in 3 ports
TTL

Interface

Programmable for
simple I/O, strobed I/O
or handshake I/O.

A/D clock
PC Interface

Internal clock

2 MHz, crystal
controlled.

Internal clock divider

16-bit prescaler, 16-bit
divider.
TTL compatible

Number of registers

TTL compatible,
enables or disables
conversions.

DMA

External clock
External Trigger

Channel List Length

31 entries max.

Block scan mode

Up to 256 channels per
block, all channels in
block converted at
maximum throughput
on each clock pulse.

Analog Output

Base Address

Interrupts

Oto 1 FFF, DIP switch
selectable.
32 8-bit registers.
Jumper selectable on
end of conversion.
Single channel, 8-bit
jumper selectable
(PC-30B/C)
Dual channel, 16-bit
jumper selectable
(PC-30D)

Power
+5V
+12V
-12V

1 ,5A typ.
100mA typ.
100mA typ.

Ordering Information

Number of Channels

4

Resolution

Two 12-bit, two 8-bit

Accuracy

+- 1 LSB

Differential Nonlinearity +- 1 LSB
Output Ranges

-10 to +10 V, 0 to +10V

Gain Error

Adjustable to 0.

Offset Error

Adjustable to 0.

Gain Drift

+- 30 ppm/°C (12-bit)
+- 0.007%/°C (8-bit)

Throughput

130 KHz max.

EAST COAST OFFICE:
P.O. Box 415
MILSONS POINT
NSW 2061
AUSTRALIA
Phone: (02) 955 4765
Fax: (02) 959 4509
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12-bit, 16 channel A/D card with DMA on all
channels, 24 I/O lines, 2 x 8-bit & 2 x 12 bit DACs:
max A D sampling frequency 30KHz: p a rt no.
PC-30B

12-bit, 16 channel A D card with DMA on all
channels, 24 I/O lines. 2 x 8 bit & 2 x 1 2-bit DACs:
max A D frequency 1 0OKHz: p a rin o . PC-30C
12-bit, 16 channel A D card for AT bus only with
gap-free DMA on all channels, 24 I/O lines. 2 x 8 bit
& 2 x 12-bit DACs: max A D frequency 200KHz: part
no. PC-30D

All cards are supplied with the PC-30 Software
Support Pack (driver package and Status-30),
connectors, and complete manuals included in the
selling price.

BOSTÓN TECHNOLOGY

W EST COAST OFFICE
P.O. Box 1093
WEST PERTH
W.A. 6005
AUSTRALIA
Phone: (09) 321 2899
Fax: (09) 321 2891
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APPENDIX D
This appendix contains the raw data which generated the graphs seen in chapter 5.
Each set of data is labled by the figure number.
The solenoids used as active members for the array's elements were supplied by
Farnell Electronic Components (part number 176-583). Their specifications are as
follows.
type:

voltage:

176-583;

12 V dc @ 100% duty;

coil resistance: 53 Cl:
wattage:

2.75 W @ 100% duty;

max stroke:

9 mm;

force:

150 gf @ 1mm;

force:

70 gf @ 3mm;

# of turns:

3000.

PRINT DATA
Jun 28, 1992 5:02:44 pm
Using: C:\COFILES\PLOT\FIG5_2.DT
Variable #l:air gap
Variable #2: 12v
Variable #3: 20v
Replicates (1 - 4 )
Rep
1
2
3
4

air gap
0.5
1
1.5
2

12v
3.19
1.94
1.47
1.12

20v
6.03
3.81
2.93
2.35

PRINT DATA
Jun28, 1992 5:08:08 pm
Using: C:\COFILES\PLOT\FIG5_3.DT
Variable #1: time
Variable #2: meas
Variable #3: model
Replicates (1 - 1999)
time meas
Rep
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135

0.1 0.57807168
0.101 0.57572736
0.102 0.5726016
0.103 0.56556864
0.104 0.5569728
0.105 0.55072128
0.106 0.55228416
0.107 0.54759552
0.108 0.51946368
0.109 0.44053824
0.11 0.31394496
0.111 0.1389024
0.112 0.0373152
0.113 0.03418944
0.114 0.03809664
0.115 0.02871936
0.013872
0.116
0.117 -0.00331968
0.118 -0.03770304
0.119 -0.03067008
0.12 -0.00878976
0.121 0.00762048
0.122 0.02246784
0.123 0.02715648
0.124 0.03887808
0.125 0.03184512
0.126 0.01856064
0.127 -9.7536E-04
0.128 -0.01972992
0.129 -0.0369216
0.13 -0.01269696
0.131 0.00683904
0.132 0.02246784
0.133 0.02637504
0.134 0.04044096
0.033408
0.135

calc
0.551304
0.607132
0.613743
0.562749
0.447661
0.283359
0.115987
0.146196
0.132844
0.102795
0.022764
0.0426732
0.0306154
0.0109214
0.0220593
0.0358989
0.0016279
0.0114143
0.0152029
0.00546276
-0.00166114
-0.00356491
-0.00255463
-0.00451619
-0.0109411
-0.0161092
-0.0128672
-0.00821492
-0.0085479
-0.0102956
-0.00908475
-0.00642516
-0.00293842
0.00207601
0.00862033
0.0124683
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136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180

0.136
0.137
0.138
0.139
0.14
0.141
0.142
0.143
0.144
0.145
0.146
0.147
0.148
0.149
0.15
0.151
0.152
0.153
0.154
0.155
0.156
0.157
0.158
0.159
0.16
0.161
0.162
0.163
0.164
0.165
0.166
0.167
0.168
0.169
0.17
0.171
0.172
0.173
0.174
0.175
0.176
0.177
0.178
0.179
0.18

0.0216864
0.0021504
5.8752E-04
0.01934208
0.12014784
0.26784
0.4358496
0.55228416
0.58510464
0.59057472
0.59526336
0.59760768
0.59917056
0.60073344
0.60620352
0.61636224
0.6233952
0.62261376
0.62105088
0.61870656
0.61636224
0.6116736
0.59291904
0.52415232
0.38974464
0.18735168
-0.00722688
-0.03926592
-0.01972992
-1.9392E-04
0.013872
0.02246784
0.03575232
0.03106368
0.02012352
0.0021504
-0.01191552
-0.04942464
-0.02676288
-0.00722688
0.00918336
0.02246784
0.03106368
0.03418944
0.02481216

0.0178762
0.0243589
0.0335129
0.0416471
0.0511885
0.0630161
0.074999
0.0893896
0.109218
0.133964
0.172499
0.225464
0.328792
0.450863
0.550376
0.606685
0.614156
0.563716
0.449287
0.289646
0.108529
0.153024
0.14
0.108393
0.0229378
0.0380599
0.0319747
0.0114888
0.0240181
0.0344044
0.0010238
0.00903367
0.0150798
0.00570009
-0.00169205
-0.00350093
-0.00328247
-0.00450331
-0.0109455
-0.0159988
-0.0129552
-0.00794824
-0.00854609
-0.0102993
-0.00908576

181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200

0.181
0.182
0.183
0.184
0.185
0.186
0.187
0.188
0.189
0.19
0.191
0.192
0.193
0.194
0.195
0.196
0.197
0.198
0.199
0.2

0.01074624 -0.00642503
-0.00722688 -0.00293766
-0.04239168 0.0020861
-0.03379584 0.00851757
-0.0134784 0.0123741
0.00527616
0.017922
0.02012352 0.0242148
0.02793792
0.033433
0.07560576 0.0415641
0.13577664 0.0514085
0.24127104 0.0627178
0.38271168 0.0746066
0.50539776 0.0890943
0.55228416
0.108697
0.55384704
0.138225
0.5491584
0.171155
0.5374368
0.222432
0.53118528
0.323125
0.5335296
0.445897
0.53821824
0.547381

PRINT DATA
Jun28, 1992 7:32:45 pm
Using: C:\COFILES\PLOT\FIG5_4.DT
Variable #1: time
Variable #2: meas
Variable #3: model
Replicates (1 - 1999)
Rep
time meas
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135

0.1
0.101
0.102
0.103
0.104
0.105
0.106
0.107
0.108
0.109
0.11
0.111
0.112
0.113
0.114
0.115
0.116
0.117
0.118
0.119
0.12
0.121
0.122
0.123
0.124
0.125
0.126
0.127
0.128
0.129
0.13
0.131
0.132
0.133
0.134
0.135

calc

0.052944 -0.00356549
0.03418944 -0.0036157
0.01230912 -0.00349126
-0.0252 - 0.00239281
0.00371328 -5.70952E-04
0.02715648 0.00188515
0.04356672 0.00424416
0.0568512 0.00493954
0.04669248 0.00779714
0.02637504 0.0140542
0.00449472 0.0158201
-0.01816704 0.0228038
0.0099648 0.0263305
0.03106368 0.0322122
0.04278528
0.040102
0.05528832 0.0472384
0.04356672 0.0561363
0.0255936 0.0664455
0.04356672 0.0814921
0.16781568 0.0995106
0.35457984
0.125656
0.49914624
0.161936
0.54759552
0.225783
0.55853568
0.323482
0.56713152
0.429398
0.58354176
0.522091
0.57885312
0.535745
0.57338304
0.466286
0.55931712
0.339895
0.54681408
0.165369
0.53509248 0.0834864
0.51477504
0.189049
0.47414016 0.0502573
0.424128
0.132481
0.33582528 0.0572942
0.2209536 0.0330756

136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180

0.136
0.137
0.138
0.139
0.14
0.141
0.142
0.143
0.144
0.145
0.146
0.147
0.148
0.149
0.15
0.151
0.152
0.153
0.154
0.155
0.156
0.157
0.158
0.159
0.16
0.161
0.162
0.163
0.164
0.165
0.166
0.167
0.168
0.169
0.17
0.171
0.172
0.173
0.174
0.175
0.176
0.177
0.178
0.179
0.18

0.10217472
0.05450688
0.03418944
0.00918336
-0.03223296
-0.00410112
0.02090496
0.03887808
0.05216256
0.0451296
0.0255936
0.00449472
-0.02363712
0.0060576
0.02715648
0.03965952
0.05138112
0.03965952
0.01465344
-0.01972992
-0.01191552
0.013872
0.03497088
0.04591104
0.04825536
0.03184512
0.00918336
-0.03145152
-0.00253824
0.02246784
0.03965952
0.05606976
0.0802944
0.16703424
0.31785216
0.45616704
0.51477504
0.52884096
0.54056256
0.5491584
0.55775424
0.56556864
0.57182016
0.59135616
0.59057472

0.0471588
0.0410574
0.0254441
0.0151603
0.0327417
0.0237643
0.0132783
0.00605987
0.0124798
0.00505695
-0.00133313
-0.00436163
-0.00479008
-0.00388928
-0.00353716
-0.00365653
-0.00353159
-0.00246174
-5.61106E-04
0.00189511
0.00425144
0.00549596
0.00780735
0.0140564
0.0158498
0.0228073
0.0263358
0.0322769
0.0396142
0.0475282
0.0555931
0.0658707
0.0806307
0.0981635
0.127996
0.16642
0.235777
0.339272
0.444791
0.515842
0.538054
0.478882
0.307276
0.177306
0.0882437

181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200

0.181 0.57963456
0.185175
0.182 0.54368832
0.052346
0.183 0.4749216
0.130537
0.184 0.36395712 0.0597976
0.185 0.19516608
0.032149
0.186 0.0842016 0.0449547
0.187 0.03028224 0.0437869
0.188 0.04044096 0.0267448
0.189
0.052944 0.0148736
0.19 0.04434816 0.0341942
0.191 0.02403072 0.0217101
0.192 0.00293184 0.0126344
0.193 -0.02363712 0.00648727
0.194 0.00449472
0.012458
0.195 0.02715648 0.00507898
0.196 0.03887808 -0.00142629
0.197 0.05059968 -0.00441024
0.198 0.0373152 -0.00375542
0.199 0.01309056 -0.00392967
0.2 -0.02285568 -0.00354339

PRINT DATA
Jun 13, 1992 11:28:04 am
Using: C:\COFILES\PLOT\FIG5_5.DT
Variable #1: i
Variable #2: j
Variable #3: c
Replicates (1 - 36)
Rep
i
j
1
0
X*

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

300
300
300
300
300
300
450
450
450
450
450
450
600
600
600
600
600
600
750
750
750
750
750
750
900
900
900
900
900
900
1050
1050
1050
1050
1050
1050

0.005
0.025
0.045
0.065
0.085
0.105
0.005
0.025
0.045
0.065
0.085
0.105
0.005
0.025
0.045
0.065
0.085
0.105
0.005
0.025
0.045
0.065
0.085
0.105
0.005
0.025
0.045
0.065
0.085
0.105
0.005
0.025
0.045
0.065
0.085
0.105

c
6.6026E-05
0.0049577
0.017067
0.028366
0.024779
0.09142
7.5571E-05
0.0041198
0.0022314
0.028621
0.028673
0.05213
8.703E-05
0.0012393
0.0071962
0.0036301
0.037784
0.022725
1.3254E-04
6.9432E-04
0.018609
0.0067075
0.015169
0.026109
2.6532E-04
0.0024559
0.0037471
0.025973
0.015077
0.023163
1.5935E-04
0.0031622
0.0040155
0.0043398
0.017513
0.0043958

PRINT DATA
Ju n l3 , 1992 11:33:08 am
Using: C:\COFILES\PLOT\FIG5_6.DT
Variable #1: i
Variable #2: j
Variable #3: c
Replicates (1 - 36)
Rep
i
j
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

300
300
300
300
300
300
450
450
450
450
450
450
600
600
600
600
600
600
750
750
750
750
750
750
900
900
900
900
900
900
1050
1050
1050
1050
1050
1050

0.005
0.025
0.045
0.065
0.085
0.105
0.005
0.025
0.045
0.065
0.085
0.105
0.005
0.025
0.045
0.065
0.085
0.105
0.005
0.025
0.045
0.065
0.085
0.105
0.005
0.025
0.045
0.065
0.085
0.105
0.005
0.025
0.045
0.065
0.085
0.105

c
1.0729E-04
0.004402
0.016807
0.043633
0.081117
0.047603
1.8062E-04
0.0011768
0.0047443
0.027381
0.012156
0.060943
2.4169E-04
0.0055719
0.012411
0.0039007
0.014851
0.035779
5.27E-04
0.0020506
0.0025696
0.0076995
0.0097874
0.045898
2.414E-04
0.0046263
0.0030165
0.01135
0.029232
0.041647
3.8555E-04
0.0079403
0.0060509
0.004014
0.025626
0.016717

PRINT DATA
Jim 13, 1992 11:31:51 am
Using: C:\COFILES\PLOT\FIG5_7.DT
Variable #1: i
Variable #2: j
Variable #3: c
Replicates (1 - 36)
Rep
i
j
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

5
5
5
5
5
5
10
10
10
10
10
10
15
15
15
15
15
15
20
20
20
20
20
20
25
25
25
25
25
25
30
30
30
30
30
30

5
10
15
20
25
30
5
10
15
20
25
30
5
10
15
20
25
30
5
10
15
20
25
30
5
10
15
20
25
30
5
10
15
20
25
30

c

1.2878E-05
8.4176E-05
9.164E-05
2.0359E-04
2.4823E-04
3.163E-04
1.4474E-05
6.7233E-05
1.0036E-04
1.3782E-04
1.5513E-04
1.5813E-04
1.5179E-05
6.3206E-05
8.1465E-05
7.6984E-05
5.635E-05
5.6308E-05
1.5716E-05
5.263 IE-05
3.5926E-05
4.714E-05
4.8452E-05
4.9688E-05
1.6092E-05
4.334E-05
5.8232E-05
4.305E-05
4.4814E-05
4.709E-05
1.6415E-05
4.4155E-05
5.7222E-05
4.1436E-05
4.41E-05
4.5635E-05

PRINT DATA
Jun 13, 1992 11:34:14 am
Using: C:\COFILES\PLOT\FIG5_8.DT
Variable #1: i
Variable #2: j
Variable #3 :c
.
Replicates (1 - 36)
Rep
i
j
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

5
5
5
5
5
5
10
10
10
10
10
10
15
15
15
15
15
15
20
20
20
20
20
20
25
25
25
25
25
25
30
30
30
30
30
30

5
10
15
20
25
30
5
10
15
20
25
30
5
10
15
20
25
30
5
10
15
20
25
30
5
10
15
20
25
30
5
10
15
20
25
30

c

1.515E-05
3.0194E-05
4.4288E-05
1.5698E-05
1.7999E-05
1.8754E-05
1.4658E-05
3.4593E-05
5.0165E-05
3.573 IE-05
3.8122E-05
4.0302E-05
1.611 IE-05
7.5979E-05
1.0743E-04
1.3568E-04
1.2744E-04
8.7834E-05
1.48E-05
7.3453E-05
1.0218E-04
2.2414E-04
2.4282E-04
3.0391E-04
1.1176E-05
3.4846E-05
8.5852E-05
2.1133E-04
3.4955E-04
4.1636E-04
1.0786E-05
1.1036E-04
3.8726E-04
6.5099E-05
4.7839E-04
0.0017241

D - 12

PRINT DATA
Jan 1,1993 11:58:40 am
Using: C:\COFILES\PLOT\FIG5_9.DT
Variable #1: triwave
Variable #2: sinwave
Variable #3: angle
Replicates (1 - 50)
Rep
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

triwave

sinwave

angle

14.4011
14.0463
3.65701
13.1693
12.1914
10.8034
11.8537
10.3194
18.1939
10.5047
8.59536
25.2874
9.17831
6.92104
32.5998
7.94267
5.39447
39.8309
6.81312
4.03456
46.9844
5.61173
2.84918
54.1129
4.30825
1.85223
61.2367
2.8187
1.04991
68.4474
1.38229
0.446398
75.9985
0.37408
0.10385
83.2656
0.00881226 2.95665E-04
90.37
0.486573
0.157019
98.3092
1.67682
105.154
0.520829
3.19984
1.2647
113.708
4.59122
2.21323
121.532
2.89268
126.193
5.713
134.518
6.88467
4.30247
5.45641
140.5
8.06795
149.085
9.67043
7.29079
156.897
9.11134
10.5915
162.034
11.9122
10.3703
169.328
12.2192
13.3936
176.68
14.1282
14.4387
184.068
16.0611
15.6408
190.948
17.8459
16.8337
198.131
19.6651
18.1513
205.201
21.3841
19.5209
212.581
23.0748
20.8256
219.668
24.5727
22.0458
226.829
25.9376
23.1843
234.032
24.3864
27.1384
241.262
25.6773
28.151
248.434
27.1498
28.9488

D - 13

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

28.5695
29.6196
29.9996
29.5928
28.5243
27.0671
25.6232
24.2993
23.1226
21.9886
20.7752
19.447
18.073
16.7529
15.5619

255.689
29.5337
29.8844
262.892
30
270.042
29.8814
277.223
29.5216
284.521
28.9483
291.594
28.1436
298.82
27.1211
306.10'
25.9349
313.209
24.564
320.399
23.0236
327.674
21.355
334.945
19.6149
342.093
17.7931
349.28
15.9232
356.483

D - 14

PRINT DATA
Jun28, 1992 7:34:24 pm
Using: C:\COFILES\PLOT\FIG5_10.DT
Variable #1: position
Variable #2: position
Variable #3: angle
Replicates (1 - 50)
Rep
position
position
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

0.00796444
0.0140532
0.0158363
0.0226712
0.0263386
0.0322679
0.0395799
0.0475055
0.0555848
0.0658663
0.0806091
0.0980765
0.127893
0.166244
0.235392
0.33833
0.443668
0.515326
0.538193
0.479947
0.309173
0.178466
0.080165
0.186374
0.0534407
0.13183
0.0585198
0.0324996
0.045864
0.0444205
0.0269154
0.0148307
0.0343431
0.0243182
0.0114019
0.00766651

0.00203282
0.00861151
0.0125021
0.0178434
0.0244174
0.0335119
0.0416432
0.0511866
0.062249
0.073821
0.0897139
0.109819
0.134869
0.174232
0.229106
0.335242
0.45752
0.526434
0.608449
0.619106
0.559821
0.441269
0.332106
0.115809
0.146312
0.132494
0.102994
0.0227616
0.0426175
0.0306312
0.0109284
0.0215679
0.0359379
0.00160036
0.0110669
0.0152023

angle
3.65701
10.8034
18.1939
25.2874
32.5998
39.8309
46.9844
54.1129
61.2367
68.4474
75.9985
83.2656
90.3714
98.3092
105.154
113.708
121.532
126.193
134.518
140.5
149.085
156.897
162.034
169.328
176.68
184.068
190.948
198.131
205.201
212.581
219.668
226.829
234.032
241.262
248.434
255.689

D - 15

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

0.0127905
0.00523327
-0.00249238
-0.00504825
-0.00414507
-0.00416983
-0.00358085
-0.00355447
-0.00332177
-0.00229872
-5.0348E-04
0.001895
0.00421972
0.00492392

0.00560823
-0.00171369
-0.00364474
-0.00249732
-0.0044897
-0.0109507
-0.0161094
-0.0128744
-0.00822292
-0.00854345
-0.0102952
-0.00909602
-0.00642538
-0.00293818

262.892
270.042
277.223
284.521
291.594
298.82
306.104
313.209
320.399
327.674
334.945
342.093
349.28
356.483

PRINT DATA
Jun28, 1992 7:35:21 pm
Using: C:\C0FILES\PL0T\FIG5_11.DT
Variable #1: accel
Variable #2: accel
Variable #3: angle
Replicates (1 - 50)
Rep
accel
accel
1
114.589
2
-126.54
3
96.8336
4
-82.9805
5
39.5302
6
39.0573
7 0.0489022
8
-9.01902
9
7.63821
10
18.3301
11
2.36496
12
7.09137
13
13.0317
14
25.6884
15
33.7001
16
12.8631
17
-31.159
18
-66.1332
19
-79.7572
20
-66.4911
-58.4244
21
22
-57.4137
280.15
23
24
-285.647
25
704.909
-473.441
26
27
119.53
1043.27
28
159.81
29
-58.0057
30
550.131
31
1141.7
32
33
-656.529
34
-379.51
35
240.498
36
199.084

angle

95.2518
3.65701
-170.03
10.8034
-21.5417
18.1939
22.0868
25.2874
23.8208
32.5998
-66.4068
39.8309
-36.6007
46.9844
-26.771
54.1129
-23.1827
61.2367
6.51723
68.4474
9.62329
75.9985
2.94274
83.2656
9.27488
90.3714
22.0929
98.3092
30.7269
105.154
22.166
113.708
-11.9933
121.532
-35.0635
126.193
-61.5743
134.518
-63.6714
140.5
149.085
-51.2703
156.897
-47.5258
162.034
-64.82
37.7915
169.328
176.68
-286.872
184.068
-341.672
190.948
-480.913
198.131
1719.36
205.201
264.91
212.581
499.967
219.668
1672.08
226.829
167.521
234.032
-1156.32
241.262
1255.63
248.434
-352.68
255.689
-1309.35

D - 17

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

-887.266
-614.129
-37.3427
-11.053
-397.762
-493.035
-568.887
-469.029
-337.893
-271.293
-257.561
-263.624
-203.438
81.7472

-838.567
-341.304
-474.335
-1006.72
-970.295
-35.5229
906.982
193.396
-591.836
-332.554
271.782
404.028
361.582
284.647

262.892
270.042
277.223
284.521
291.594
298.82
306.104
313.209
320.399
327.674
334.945
342.093
349.28
356.483

PRINT DATA
Jan 1,1993 12:03:32 pm
Using: C:\COFILES\PLOT\FIG5_13.DT
Variable #1: ang
Variable #2: nfx
Variable #3: nfy
Replicates (1 - 50)
Rep
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

ang

nfx

nfy

3.6532 1.8134E-04 !3.62699E-06
10.8067 1.7689E-04 3.95364E-05
18.1067 1.8237E-04 1.53096E-05
25.4243 1.76134E-04 3.19839E-05
32.5188 1.84997E-04 1.61255E-05
39.7785 1.76382E-04 2.86009E-05
46.9725 1.71531E-04 3.2927E-05
54.4438 1.71297E-04 3.2042E-05
61.4505 1.69312E-04 3.23608E-05
68.6077 1.68508E-04 3.20142E-05
75.9387 1.69525E-04 3.17093E-05
83.6128 1.59443E-04 3.38792E-05
90.1914 1.52432E-04 3.40754E-05
98.2221 1.36141E-04 3.2927E-05
104.552 1.23367E-04 3.03128E-05
16
112.516 1.04264E-04 2.39006E-(
17
120.821 9.61295E-05 2.01588E-05
126.062 1.06783E-04 2.73706E-05
18
135.341 1.60614E-04 7.48626E-05
19
20
141.245 2.12041E-04 1.32932E-04
148.78 2.89387E-04 2.44465E-04
21
22
155.246 3.51687E-04 3.60312E-04
23
162.129 1.34099E-04 -1.99692E-04
170.043 2.4529E-04 2.6422E-04
24
176.614 2.11853E-04 -1.88537E-04
25
183.862 2.03018E-04 3.34382E-04
26
191.191 2.19098E-04 5.53673E-05
27
198.048 2.9587E-04 -1.5412E-04
28
205.207 3.13472E-04 -1.14816E-04
29
212.544 3.34138E-04 -1.00037E-04
30
219.75 3.44687E-04 -7.70645E-05
31
32
226.967 2.31283E-04 5.80506E-05
33
234.113 8.99896E-05 1.65797E-04
34
241.309 3.5979E-04 -5.35047E-06
35
248.426 1.04799E-04 1.13999E-04

D - 19
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

255.662 3.37428E-04 3.77199E-05
262.895 2.75993E-04 6.17536E-05
269.994 1.47727E-04 6.71558E-05
277.273 1.41588E-04 5.55937E-05
284.447 1.55455E-04 4.75104E-05
291.729 1.99047E-04 5.42904E-05
298.878 2.38504E-04 7.0727E-05
306.031 2.66903E-04 9.17923E-05
313.202 2.74505E-04 1.05161E-04
320.41 2.67693E-04 1.06846E-04
327.788 2.54506E-04 9.71285E-05
334.892 2.51292E-04 9.97445E-05
342.006 2.47852E-04 1.02491E-04
349.199 2.41699E-04 9.3008 IE-05
356.503 2.37418E-04 6.77099E-05

PRINT DATA
Jan 1, 1993 12:04:47 pm
Using: C:\COFILES\PLOT\FIG5_14.DT
Variable #1: ang
Variable #2: nfx
Variable #3: nfy
Replicates (1 - 50)
Rep
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

ang

nfx

nfy

3.62697 2.29539E-04 5.91918E-05
10.9642 2.31362E-04 7.62117E-05
18.1545 2.18475E-04 1.22864E-04
25.2097 2.36334E-04 7.71948E-05
32.4915 2.15975E-04 1.14605E-04
39.7017 2.22323E-04 1.0419E-04
46.8403 2.28801E-04 9.75202E-05
54.3436 2.28345E-04 9.91183E-05
61.4667 2.18775E-04 1.0574E-04
68.7078 2.09083E-04 1.09391E-04
75.6415 2 .16299E-04 1.06902E-04
82.9021 1.98676E-04 1.10393E-04
91.1735 1.88885E-04 1.1068E-04
97.7812 1.62163E-04 1.08409E-04
104.46 1.19599E-04 9.98745E-05
112.875 6.00134E-05 7.98572E-05
120.811 4.2426E-05 7.18006E-05
127.823 7.94222E-05 9.78204E-05
133.999 1.4068E-04
1.513E-04
141.991 2.25371E-04 2.45489E-04
148.495 2.78789E-04 3.2228E-04
156.175 3.2153 IE-04 4.03645E-04
163.618 3.57294E-04 5.03177E-04
169.531 3.8285E-04 6.06352E-04
176.969 2.78117E-04 -9.92065E-05
183.828 2.72515E-04 5.03317E-04
190.801 3.63669E-04 -1.42805E-04
198.099 3.0303E-04 2.2723 IE-04
205.384 1.54178E-04 5.16298E-04
212.419 1.14672E-04 4.92468E-04
219.704 2.3408 IE-04 2.82674E-04
226.892 5.46078E-04 -3.62634E-C
234.109 1.84354E-04 2.69855E-04
241.292 4.86632E-04 8.96208E-05
248.495 7.87.693E-05 2.73388E-04

D - 21

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

255.734 3 10257E-04 1.79649E-04
262.892 4.8025 IE-04 1.59401E-04
270.043
02975E-04 1.81017E-04
277.234
76043E-04 2.00905E-04
284.503
84479E-04 1.97348E-04
291.711
58412E-04 1.56472E-04
298.824
10055E-04 1.21769E-04
306.103
19476E-04 1.83121E-04
313.205
.90586E-04 2.48723E-04
320.516 .35027E-04 1.98648E-04
327.694 •88927E-04 1.30889E-04
334.946 .98652E-04 1.343 IE-04
342.087
.15915E-04 1.65197E-04
349.273
•21917E-04 1.8132E-04
356.474 .22392E-04 1.73795E-04

PRINT DATA
Jan 1,1993 12:09:09 pm
Using: C:\COFILES\PLOT\FIG5_15.DT
Variable #1: angle
Variable #2: Y comp(90)
Variable #3: Y comp(180)
Variable #4: Y comp(270)
Variable #5: Y comp(0)
Replicates (1 - 51)
Rep>

1

angle Y comp(90) Y comp(180) Y comp(270)
Y comp(O)

3.79729 -2.50575E-06 -9.20345E-06 3.80505E-06
7.57921E-06
2
10.9432 -1.91545E-06 -8.7215E-06 4.3936E-06
8.51973E-06
3
18.089 -1.21438E-06 -8.25844E-06 4.61851E-06
9.35949E-06
4
25.2073 -6.6340IE-07 -7.81763E-06 4.91177E-06
1.02857E-05
5
32.5046 7.38256E-08 -7.39665E-06 5.28703E-06
1.09789E-05
6
39.7584 7.13178E-07 -6.923E-06 5.68418E-06
1.15156E-05
7
46.85 1.30298E-06 -6.49138E-06 6.09526E-06
1.18149E-05
8
54.3571 1.88718E-06 -6.16002E-06 6.301E-06
1.22092E-05
61.4842 2.3785E-06 -5.87949E-06 6.57938E-06
9
1.25229E-05
68.7293 2.77795E-06 -5.62335E-06 6.73955E-06
10
1.26685E-05
75.6584 3.0447E-06 -5.41031E-06 6.911 IE-06
11
1.27733E-05
82.8869 3.22989E-06 -5.27146E-06 7.0044E-06
12
1.28787E-05
91.1509 3.28642E-06 -5.2021E-06 7.02882E-06
13
1.28787E-05
97.735 3.21524E-06 -5.19944E-06 6.99163E-06
14
1.27994E-05
106.359 2.96495E-06 -5.27256E-06 6.89868E-06
15
1.27293E-05
16
112.79 2.6655E-06 -5.4596E-06 6.7543 IE-06
1.2621E-05

17

120.689 2.18552E-06 -5.67781E-06
1.24298E-05
18
127.744 1.75901E-06 -6.08398E-06
1.21369E-05
19
133.925 1.4199E-06 -6.55328E-06
1.17567E-05
20
141.933 9.77862E-07 -7.10956E-06
1.15017E-05
21
148.417 5.54575E-07 -7.81802E-06
1.10574E-05
22
156.065 -4.10881E-08 -8.60091E-06
1.0724E-05
23
163.616 -6.0940IE-07 -9.46963E-06
1.02037E-05
24
169.534 -9.85087E-07 -1.03081E-05
9.6913 IE-06
25
176.983 -1.73551E-06 -1.12893E-05
9.1937E-06
26
183.781 -1.73551E-06 -1.22276E-05
8.7122E-06
27
191.193 -2.32317E-06 -1.33209E-05
8.24987E-06
28
198.088 -2.55299E-06 -1.42341E-05
7.80909E-06
29
205.351 -2.84484E-06 -1.53437E-05
7.38832E-06
30
212.534 -3.21662E-06 -1.63082E-05
6.9147E-06
31
219.623 -3.60906E-06 -1.69166E-05
6.48387E-06
32
226.933 -4.01831E-06 -1.73025E-05
6.15252E-06
33
234.156 -4.22372E-06 -1.7698E-05
5.87217E-06
34
241.215 -4.50007E-06 -1.79936E-05
5.61679E-06
35
248.538 -4.66162E-06 -1.83059E-05
5.40365E-06
36
255.606 -4.83389E-06 -1.85034E-05
5.2649E-06
37
262.932 -4.92684E-06 -1.85794E-05
5.19554E-06
38
270.05 -4.95107E-06 -1.86885E-05
5.1933E-06
277.226 -4.91404E-06 -1.86885E-05
39

6.56009E-06
6.264E-06
5.90315E-06
5.54299E-06
5.15784E-06
4.68379E-06
4.16489E-06
3.62033E-06
3.06982E-06
2.5206E-06
1.91361E-06
1.22069E-06
6.3714E-07
-7.14267E-08
-7.0975 IE-07
-1.30112E-06
-1.88485E-06
-2.37618E-06
-2.77404E-06
-3.06386E-06
-3.24017E-06
-3.28559E-06
-3.21973E-06

5.26584E-06
40
284.529 -4.82106E-06 -1.86094E-05 -2.98128E-06
5.44687E-06
41
291.597 -4.6768E-06 -1.8537E-05 -2.69121E-06
5.68131E-06
42
298.818 -4.48337E-06 -1.84379E-05 -2.23372E-06
6.07332E-06
43
305.994 -4.18897E-06 -1.82459E-05 -1.79022E-06
6.5416E-06
44
313.204 -3.826E-06 -1.79506E-05 -1.44652E-06
7.09894E-06
45
320.513 -3.46452E-06 -1.75704E-05 -1.00893E-06
7.80657E-06
46
327.693 -3.07984E-06 -1.731 IE-05 -5.98254E-07
8.58837E-06
47
334.954 -2.60573E-06 -1.68696E-05 -2.06763E-08
9.45186E-06
48
342.091 -2.0891 IE-06 -1.65339E-05 5.9137E-07
1.02837E-05
49
349.277 -1.54771E-06 -1.60159E-05 9.7997E-07
1.12646E-05
50
356.479 -9.95489E-07 -1.55063E-05 1.73482E-06
1.23723E-05
51
3.6314 -4.49735E-07 -1.50086E-05 1.73482E-06
1.32857E-05

PRINT DATA
Jan 1,1993 12:10:04 pm
Using: C:\COFILES\PLOT\FIG5_16.DT
Variable #1: angle
Variable #2: X comp(3)
Variable #3: Y comp(3)
Variable #4: X comp(10)
Variable #5: Y comp(10)
Variable #6: X comp(20)
Variable #7: Y comp(20)
Replicates (1 - 51)
Rep

1

angle X comp(3) Y comp(3) Xcomp(lO)
Y comp(10) X comp(20) Y comp(20)

3.79729 -5.19555E-06 -2.50575E-06 -8.9236E-06
-6.60015E-06 -1.16463E-05 -1.05342E-05
2
10.9432 -5.26695E-06 -1.91545E-06 -8.98372E-06
-6.19497E-06 -1.16705E-05 -1.02386E-05
3
18.089 -5.45059E-06 -1.21438E-06 -9.09904E-06
-5.81078E-06 -1.16705E-05 -1.02386E-05
4
25.2073 -5.67077E-06 -6.63401E-07 -9.16906E-06
-5.64694E-06 -1.18484E-05 -9.76604E-06
5
32.5046 -6.07716E-06 7.38256E-08 -9.33409E-06
-5.31747E-06 -1.18484E-05 -9.76604E-06
6
39.7584 -6.54671E-06 7.13178E-07 -9.68322E-06
-4.84772E-06 -1.18702E-05 -9.73993E-06
7
46.85 -7.10261E-06 1.30298E-06 -9.73304E-06
-4.8008IE-06 -1.23169E-05 -9.24968E-06
8
54.3571 -7.81079E-06 1.88718E-06 -1.02457E-05
-4.36187E-06 -1.23354E-05 -9.23598E-06
9
61.4842 -8.5927E-06
2.3785E-06 -1.02661E-05
-4.35079E-06 -1.26334E-05 -9.0559E-06
10
68.7293 -9.45947E-06 2.77795E-06 -1.11071E-05
-3.96425E-06 -1.30983E-05 -8.84769E-06
11
75.6584 -1.0293E-05
3.0447E-06 -1.15219E-05
-3.82569E-06 -1.37705E-05 -8.64337E-06
12
82.8869 -1.12707E-05 3.22989E-06 -1.20711E-05
-3.73478E-06 -1.45701E-05 -8.50792E-06
13
91.1509 -1.23788E-05 3.28642E-06 -1.29291E-05
-3.70539E-06 -1.55203E-05 -8.4585E-06
14
97.735 -1.329E-05 3.21524E-06 -1.38617E-05
-3.78503E-06 -1.66392E-05 -8.54647E-06
15
106.359 -1.44602E-05 2.96495E-06 -1.48755E-05
-4.00028E-06 -1.75979E-05 -8.753IE-06

D - 26

112.79 -1.53012E-05 2.6655E-06 -1 .57378E-05
-4.29733E-06 -1.86863E-05 -9.15161E-06
17
120.689 -1.62557E-05 2.18552E-06 - 1.68344E-05
-4.84925E-06 -1.92137E-05 -9.41787E-06
18
127.744 -1.68861E-05 1.75901E-06 - 1.77046E-05
-5.4582IE-06 -2.02348E-05 -1.01118E-05
19
133.925 -1.72795E-05
1.4199E-06 -]L84863E-05
-6.19094E-06 -2.06636E-05 -1.04987E-05
20
141.933 -1.76783E-05 9.77862E-07 - 1.87746E-05
-6.53021E-06 -2.12859E-05 -1.12221E-05
21
148.417 -1.79718E-05 5.54575E-07 - 1.92068E-05
-7.1596E-06 -2.15194E-05 -1.15707E-05
22
156.065 -1.82843E-05 -4.10881E-08 - 1.94836E-05
-7.70334E-06 -2.18792E-05 -1.2265E-05
23
163.616 -1.84948E-05 -6.09401E-07 - 1.9665 IE-05
-8.20374E-06 -2.21148E-05 -1.29509E-05
24
169.534 -1.85813E-05 -9.85087E-07 - 1.97771E-05
-8.699E-06 -2.21927E-05 -1.32985E-05
25
176.983 -1.86828E-05 -1.73551E-06 - 1.98104E-05
-9.0173 8E-06 -2.22677E-05 -1.403E-05
26
183.781 -1.86828E-05 -1.73551E-06 - 1.98122E-05
-9.13769E-06 -2.22496E-05 -1.4472E-05
27
191.193 -1.86034E-05 -2.32317E-06 - 1.97601E-05
-9.43965E-06 -2.22225E-05 -1.46583E-05
28
198.088 -1.8532E-05 -2.55299E-06 -][.97057E-05
-9.69892E-06 -2.22203E-05 -1.46689E-05
29
205.351 -1.84244E-05 -2.84484E-06 - 1.97057E-05
-9.69892E-06 -2.2033E-05 -1.51495E-05
30
212.534 -1.82319E-05 -3.21662E-06 - 1.97057E-05
-9.69892E-06 -2.2033E-05 -1.51495E-05
31
219.623 -1.79537E-05 -3.60906E-06 - 1.94755E-05
-1.00378E-05 -2.2033E-05 -1.51495E-05
32
226.933 -1.75635E-05 -4.01831E-06 - 1.94755E-05
-1.00378E-05 -2.2033E-05 -1.51495E-05
33
234.156 -1.73092E-05 -4.22372E-06 - 1.92068E-05
-1.02679E-05 -2.19138E-05 -1.52377E-05
34
241.215 -1.68691E-05 -4.50007E-06 - 1.90886E-05
-1.03341E-05 -2.17449E-05 -1.53568E-05
35
248.538 -1.65314E-05 -4.66162E-06 - 1.89201E-05
-1.04239E-05 -2.17449E-05 -1.53568E-05
36
255.606 -1.60124E-05 -4.83389E-06 - 1.86319E-05
-1.05193E-05 -2.16197E-05 -1.53899E-05
37
262.932 -1.5503 IE-05 -4.92684E-06 -1.8344E-05
-1.05657E-05 -2.14444E-05 -1.54326E-05
38
270.05 -1.5005E-05 -4.95107E-06 -1 .80758E-05
16

-1.05696E-05 -2.14444E-05 -1.54326E-05
39
277.226 -1.45227E-05 -4.91404E-06 -1.78875E-05
-1.05497E-05 -2.11546E-05 -1.54158E-05
40
284.529 -1.40596E-05 -4.82106E-06 -1.76494E-05
-1.05028E-05 -2.11546E-05 -1.54158E-05
41
291.597 -1.36185E-05 -4.6768E-06
-1.739E-05
-1.04192E-05 -2.08856E-05 -1.53237E-05
42
298.818 -1.31989E-05 -4.48337E-06 -1.71093E-05
-1.02861E-05 -2.08856E-05 -1.53237E-05
43
305.994 -1.27287E-05 -4.18897E-06 -1.68327E-05
-1.01045E-05 -2.0654IE-05 -1.51703E-05
44
313.204 -1.22932E-05 -3.826E-06 -1.6583E-05
-9.8855IE-06 -2.06541E-05 -1.51703E-05
45
320.513 -1.19585E-05 -3.46452E-06 -1.63953E-05
-9.6703IE-06 -2.04584E-05 -1.49541E-05
46
327.693 -1.16781E-05 -3.07984E-06 -1.62312E-05
-9.4301 IE-06 -2.04584E-05 -1.49541E-05
47
334.954 -1.14143E-05 -2.60573E-06 -1.60939E-05
-9.16661E-06 -2.03175E-05 -1.46843E-05
48
342.091 -1.12083E-05 -2.0891 IE-06 -1.5985E-05
-8.87664E-06 -2.03175E-05 -1.46843E-05
49
349.277 -1.10693E-05 -1.54771E-06 -1.59096E-05
-8.56184E-06 -2.02484E-05 -1.43634E-05
50
356.479 -1.09997E-05 -9.95489E-07 -1.58735E-05
-8.2248 IE-06 -2.02484E-05 -1.43634E-05
51
3.6314 -1.09969E-05 -4.49735E-07 -1.58836E-05
-7.8648E-06 -2.02484E-05 -1.43634E-05

